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1 Introduction

Bottom currents influence the deposition of particulate matter in many places of the

world' s oceans. Depending on the strength and direction of the currents, the composition

of the settling particles and the already deposited material, the local seafloor topography

and the properties of the involved waters, the resulting depositional patterns show a great

diversity. Contourites may develop behind the mouths of underwater pathways, where

flow velocities quickly decrease after the widening of a passage. Contourites are also

typical features beneath boundary currents, which flow along basin margins. Drift

deposits, which are several kilometers thick, occur in the Argentine basin and are thought

to develop in the center of gyral circulation (e.g. Kennett, 1982). Their location may

probably be related to the basement or sea floor topography. On smaller scales, deep water

obstacles as seamounts frequently produce fluctuations in the velocity field of the

surrounding flow, which cause spatial variations in the local accumulation rates.

Sedimentary waves or mudwaves are another common current related bedform, which

occurs in regions with long term stationary bottom flow as the sediment drifts in the deep

basins (e.g. Klaus and Ledbetter, 1988), but also at locations where short flow events play

a significant role in deposition, e.g. on levees of submarine canyons (e.g. Normark et al.,

1980).

1.1 Palaeoflow reconstruction - a short outline of methods

To reconstruct deep-sea bottom flows, several methods have been established. Most of

them have in common that sediment material, retrieved in isolated sediment cores, is

analyzed for specific parameters. Depending on the type of the proxies, estimates of large

scale flow patterns and water mass distributions can be made. Direct and to some extent

quantitative statements on the local bottom flow are usually not possible with this

approach. Such quantitative estimates would be, however, valuable information to

understand the reaction of the deep oceans on climatic changes. They may also provide

useful boundary information für ocean circulation models.

For the modern ocean, oceanography provides several methods of direct flow

measurements, ranging from satellite altimetry to moored current meters and free floating

buoys. Recently, also new chemical tracers as CFCs (chlorofluorocarbon) could be used to

track the spreading of deep water masses (e.g. Orsi et al., 1999). Bottom photographs,
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which document small scaled current related features on the seafloor as ripples are another

tool to obtain clues on modem bottom flow patterns (e.g. Flood and Shor, 1988).

An indirect method of flow measurement, which is widely accepted, is the analysis of

grain size distributions in deposited material (e.g. Ledbetter, 1993, McCave et al., 1995).

This method is based on the assumption that the settling of particles on the seafloor is

influenced by the bottom flow. Fine grained material will be easier transported by the

bottom flow than coarse particles and therefare sediments under the influence of strong

bottom currents will tend to be coarser than sediments deposited in absence of bottom

flows. However, this approach has some drawbacks, which require a careful investigation

of the samples and impedes the interpretation. Settling and adhesion of particles on the

seafloor not only depends on the grain size, but also on the grain shape. AdditionaIly,

particles often settle as small conglomerates, which may break up into individual grains

after deposition. Often the source function of the deposited material is poorly known and

changes in the sediment composition at the source may appear as changes in the flow

velocity on the seafloor. To cope with these problems, the grain size analysis usually is

restricted to a weIl defined subset of the particulate matter, as for example the terrigenous

silt fraction (e.g. Ledbetter, 1993). Carefully applied, the grain size analysis provides a

method not only for reconstruction of modem bottom flow patterns, but also for

estimations of the palaeoflow history at selected sites and therefore is a very valuable

palaeoceanographic tool.

In this study, a physical approach far the interpretation of current related bedforms is

presented. As mentioned above, bottom currents not only influence the composition of the

deposited material, but also the bedforms of sedimentary layers. These bedforms and

especially their internal structure and associated changes can be analyzed with the help of

acoustic methods of appropriate signal frequencies. Acoustic methods allow the study of

current related bedforms over large areas and therefore provide information for a complete

picture of the bottom flow pattern at a specific site. Suitable models rnay then be used to

quantitatively estimate flow intensities and directions.

1.2 Sedimentary waves and models

A special and very famous form of current related deposition patterns are sedimentary

waves. Sedimentary waves are sinusoidal bedforms, which are observed at rnany places of

the world. The known sizes ofwaves vary from 150 m height and 10 km length to a few
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meters height and some 100 m length. Sedimentary waves exist in regions, where bottom

flow patterns are stable over long time scales, as on the flanks of the drift deposits in the

Argentine Basin, but also in regions, where bottom flow is thought to be superimposed by

pulsed short termed events, as on the levees of submarine channels. Their pronounced

regularity in space and time makes sedimentary waves appropriate candidates for

modeling.

The first model, which proposed the existence of internal waves in a stratified fluid,

which passes over a sinusoidal topography, was the lee-wave model of Flood (1988). He

assumed a mean flow with a given stratification perpendicular to the wave crest and

showed that this flow causes sinusoidal perturbations in the velocity field behind the crest,

which in turn results in a preferential deposition of particles at specific positions on the

wave. Thereby the growth and in particular the migration of sedimentary waves could be

explained. However, wave migration perpendicular to the bottom flow, at least

perpendicular to the modern flow, is usually not observed. In contrast, waves appeal' ta

migrate at arbitrary angles to the prevailing flow direction. To consider this discrepancy,

Blumsack and Weatherly (1989) proposed an extension to existing theory, which

introduced a time variable flow component parallel to the wave crest. Thereby they could

explain a wave orientation and migration at specific angles to the flow direction.

Especially the wave migration, observed at several sites on the flanks of the Zapiola Drift,

could now be handled. The most recent generalization of sedimentary wave theory was

put forward by Hopfauf and Spieß (2000). Their model takes into account the full, three

dimensional Coriolis vector, which was used as a scalar in earlier models. This allows the

consideration of the absolute orientation of the waves and the bottom flow and therefore

represents the most complete discussion of mudwave growth and development up to now.

1.3 Sedimentary waves, bottom flow and SFB 261 cruises

During the German lang term research project SFB 261 - Der Südatlantik:

Rekonstruktion von Stoifhaushalt und Stromsystemen several cruises were carried out in

the south-eastern Atlantic, where coastal upwelling and the influence of the cold Benguela

Current regime reign the near-surface oceanography. Past changes in both systems, which

may be induced by climatic changes, are documented in the deposited material. First time

during RN METEOR Cruise M20/2 (Schulz et al., 1992) and later during RN SONNE

Cruise S086 (Bleil et al., 1993), a region of small scaled sinusoidal structures on the
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seafloor was observed with the shipboard narrow beam subbottom profiler Parasound on

the Namibian eontinental margin. The available net of high resolution eehosounder data

was eonsiderably extended during METEOR Cruises M34/1 (Bleil et al., 1996) and M34/2

(Schulz et al., 1996) and these spatial data sets eonfirmed the initial idea that the observed

sinusoidal features could really be extremely small sealed sedimentary waves, maintained

by a deep-sea eontour eurrent. Sedimentary waves, however, are not the only indieations

for the presenee of a steady deep water flow. Parasound data and also high resolution

seismie data eolleeted during Cruise M34/1 (Bleil et al.,1996) showed large seale

variations in accumulation rates in this region.

As the observed struetures are quite small with wave heights of only 5 to 8 m at wave

lengths of 300 to 700 m, the first part of this work deals with a careful investigation of the

aeoustie data. A eombination of Parasound eehosounder data and Hydrosweep swath

sonar data is used to discuss the origin of the observed struetures and their relation to an

inferred contour current along the eontinental margin. Additionally, a first effort is made

to apply the model of Hopfaufand Spieß (2000) to the study area.

In the seeond part, internal ehanges of the wave geometry In combination with

fluetuations in lateral variations of the aeeumulation rates are then studied in a eombined

approach to derive information on the palaeoflow history of the bottom flow at the

Namibian eontinental margin. A seismic line, whieh was reeorded along the erest of the

Walvis Ridge provides information on the onset of sedimentary waves growth. A

stratigraphie frame, established with the help of DSDP and ODP sites, is linked with the

interpretation of model results and used to propose a quantitative estimation of

palaeoflow history ofthe last 5 my.

In 1994 and 2000, RN METEOR cruises M29/1 (Segl et al., 1994) and M46/3 (Bleil et

al., 2000) ofthe SFB 261 to the south-western Atlantie provided a dense net ofParasound

data on the western flank of the Zapiola Drift eomplex. The Zapiola Drift is known to be

eovered by the biggest sedimentary waves of the world. Origin and maintenanee of the

waves have been attributed to a eyc10nie bottom flow pattern, whieh is eentered around

the drift. This gyre was first deseribed by Flood and Shor (1988) after an analysis of

bottom photographs in the region. Reeent CFC-traeer studies seem to confirm this pattern.

However, the history of this flow is poorly known.

The third part of this study presents a detailed analysis of the structure of the

sedimentary waves and the implieations on the bottom flow on the western Zapiola Drift

flank. As already shown for the Namibian continental margin, variations in lateral
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accumulation rates here are a secondary indicator for the flow activity. Model results are

used to infer the flow direction and strength and a palaeoflow history is proposed for the

last 100 ky.

The used mudwave model was developed by Hopfauf and Spieß (2000) in parallel to

this work. The model results, provided by V. Hopfauf for the boundary conditions, which

were determined from the acoustic data, were carefully interpreted and served as an

important tool for the quantification of estimates of bortom circulation intensities. The

manuscript of Hopfauf and Spieß (2000), as accepted by Deep-Sea Research, is attached

as an appendix for reference

1.4 A short note on timing

This work was closely coupled to the parallel development of a revised mudwave

model (Hopfaufand Spieß, 2000). Therefore publication of individual papers of this study

had to be postponed until the final acceptance and publication of the model, which was not

before November 2000. A publication of parts of this study is planned and the structure

and layout ofthe work reflects these plans..
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2 Small scaled sedimentary waves on the Namibian continental slope 

Evidence of stationary contour current activity

H. v. Lom, V. Spieß and V. Hopfauf

2.1 Abstract

Narrow beam echosounding data reveals small sinusoidal sedimentary structures on the

Namibian continental slope. The structures are restricted to a water depth ranging from

1200 to 1800 meters and show a conspicuous regularity over an extent of 250 km along

slope. Their size is varying in length from 250 to 700 m and in height from 5 to 8 m. The

geometry of the structures and their location southward of the junction of Walvis Ridge

and Namibian continental margin suggest that they are sedimentary waves, formed and

maintained by an eastem, southward oriented contour current. Application of an inverse

model allows a quantitative estimate ofthe mean current velocity.

2.2 Introduction

During several cruises of German research vessels to the South Atlantic Ocean,

conducted as part of the University of Bremen special research project SFB 261 and as

pre-site survey for Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Leg 175, small scaled sinusoidal

structures were observed with the narrow beam sediment echosounder Parasound off the

Namibian coast. The structures are situated south of the Walvis Ridge along the South

West African continental margin in a water depth of 1200 - 1800 meters (Fig. 2.1). Their

wavelengths range from 250 - 700 meters, their heights vary between 5 and 8 meters.

Bremner (1981) already mentioned these structures and proposed to interpret them as a

series of parallel troughs formed by downslope-sliding of sediment in a highly fluidized

state. On the basis of a dense net of profiles with digitally recorded, high-resolution

echosounder data (Spieß, 1993) and a precise knowledge of the local bathymetry we now

propose to interpret these structures as small scaled sedimentary waves, formed by a

contour current.
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Figure 2.1: Location ofthe study area on the junction ofWalvis Ridge and Namibian
continental margin. Isobaths are given in 1000 m intervals after Smith and SandweIl
(1997). The shaded arrows represent the deep water flow directions as proposed by Reid
(1989, 1996,'i) for the AAlWand UCDW, by Speer et al. (1995, t) for the Namib Col
Current and by Nelson (1989, t) for the deep Cape Basin circulation.
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2.2.1 Setting

The Walvis Ridge divides the eastern South Atlantic Ocean into the northern Angola

Basin and the southern Cape Basin (Fig. 2.1). To the north the continental margin is

characterized by a rough topography with steep slopes and incisions. In contrast, the

continental margin south of the Walvis Ridge has smooth slopes with well stratified

sediments. The sediments mainly consist of pelagic biogenic material mixed with biogenic

partic1e influx related to upwelling processes. Upwelling occurs all along the southwestern

African coast. The associated increase in biological production is basically restricted to the

inner shelf and shelf edge (Summerhayes, 1983). Terrigenous input is low. Sources of

mainly c1ay and silt input are the river load of the Orange river, distributed to the north by

the Benguela Current, and dust input from the Namib desert (Bornhold, 1973, Bremner,

1975, Diester-Haass et al., 1992).

2.2.2 Oceanography

In his detailed description of Atlantic circulation patterns Reid (1989) distinguished six

major deep water masses in the South Atlantic. The Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW),

represented in the South Atlantic by the Weddel Sea Deep Water (WSDW), is the most

dense water and fills the deep parts of all basins up to a water depth of 3800 - 4300 m. It is

superimposed by the Lower Circumpolar Deep Water (LCDW), ranging from 3000

4000 m, the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), filling 1000 - 3500 m , and the Upper

Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW) at 1000 -1500 m. The Circumpolar Water, which is

the origin for UCDW and LCDW, covers a wide range of densities in the Southern Ocean

part ofwhich is also owned by the NADW. Hence the Circumpolar Water is split into an

upper and lower part by the NADW. As shallower deep water masses Reid (1989)

identifies the Antarctic Intennediate Water (AAIW), in depths of 700 - 1100 m, and

above between the AAIW and the thennoc1ine the South Atlantic Central Water (SACW).

The dominant surface water current is the cold Benguela Current, flowing in north-west

direction along the South African coast and turning west at 20° S (e.g. Hart and Currie

,1960, Stramma and Peterson, 1989). Between 15° Sand 20° S the Benguela Current

converges with the southward flowing tropical Angola Current (Moroshkin et al., 1970).

The knowledge about distribution and transport of deep water masses in the South

Atlantic Ocean is mainly based upon the early work of Wüst and Defant (1936) and

several oceanographic transects recently perfonned during the South Atlantic Ventilation
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Experiment (SAVE, 1987 - 1989) and the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE,

1991 - 1997). For the eastern boundary ofthe South Atlantic a southward transport of all

water below 400 m was derived (Reid, 1989, Reid, 1996, Speer et al., 1995, Roether and

Putzka, 1996). These water masses here are the eastem branch of the southward spreading

NADW and an eastern backflow of southern deep water (AAlWand UCDW), which is

spreading northward at the western South Atlantic boundary and partly turning to the east

in subtropicallatitudes (Fig. 2.1). A significant contribution is provided by the Namib Col

Current (Speer et al., 1995), which crosses the central South Atlantic in depths of 1300 

3000 m from west to east at 20° Sand joins the southward current at the African

continental margin just north ofthe Walvis Ridge. The southward transport of deep water

reaches as far south as 25 - 27° S where it turns into northwesterly direction and follows

the anticyclonic gyre described by Reid (1989) across the Atlantic.

2.3 Methods and Processing

Two different echosounding systems were used for the studies presented here. The

narrow beam echosounding system Parasound (Grant and Schreiber, 1990) provides a

high resolution data set which was digitally recorded with the ParaDigMA System (Spieß,

1993). The system is operated at a signal frequency of 4 kHz and has an aperture of only

4° (3 dB points) which results in a footprint size of the system on the sea floor of only

~7% of the water depth. Hence Parasound combines the properties of a conventional 3.5

kHz echosounder in signal penetration with an increased lateral resolution. Furthermore

the bandwidth of the echosounder signals are broad resulting also in enhanced vertical

resolution. To study the local sea floor topography, the swath sonar system Hydrosweep

(Grant and Schreiber, 1990) was used. Hydrosweep works with a signal frequency of 15.5

kHz and a swath width of 90°. The swath is divided by beam forming into 59 beams of

2.5° aperture each. Both echosounder systems are heave, roll and pitch corrected to ensure

a horizontal reference plane and a vertical sound emission.

Parasound data were bandpass filtered from 2 - 6 kHz to suppress low frequency

acoustic and high frequency electronic noise. The data were not migrated, which would

have been difficult because of non-equidistant shot-spacing and lateral aliasing problems

occurring at the larger data gaps. However the extent of diffraction hyperbolae is limited

in the profiles analyzed, due to the narrow beam and the small footprint size.
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Processing of Hydrosweep data was carried out using the software packages Multibeam

(MB) (Caress and Chayes, 1996) and GMT (Wessei and Smith, 1995). Simi1ar to the

processing steps described by Caress and Chayes (1996), the data were manually edited to

eliminate erroneous va1ues. Subsequently a beam dependent depth correetion was applied

to remove systematic shifts in depth across the swath, which are known to be system

inherent.

Small sca1ed topographie features could be further enhanced in bathymetric data by

consideration of its directional derivative distribution. The directional derivatives of the

topography relative to a given azimuth were ealculated and displayed using light shades of

gray for negative and dark shades of gray für positive gradients, respectively. This is a

standard processing option of MB used to 'illuminate' the bathymetry. Plotting only the

calcu1ated directional derivatives can reveal very small topographie features.

Where quality and resolution of the swath data was sufficient, it was used to determine

the strike direction of the identified linear features directly from bathymetry. At other

locations the apparent wavelength observed at cross sections of Parasound profiles was

used for this purpose.

For comparison, oceanographic data of a mooring site equipped with a direet eurrent

meter were also used, although this eurrent meter was situated at some distance to the

study area at 20° 02' S, 09° 09' E in a water depth of 1670 m (see Figure 2.2, WR3U).

Processing of this data was limited to a constant shift eorrection of measured eurrent

speed.

2.4 Sedimentary waves

Sedimentary waves, often also referred to as mudwaves, are sinusoidal sedimentary

structures, which deve10p under the influence of bottom eurrent activity on longer time

scales. They have been observed in many places of the world oceans, where bortom

currents play an important role in the depositional environment. The largest known

sediment waves exist at the flanks of the great sediment drifts of the Argentine Basin

where heights of up to 150 m and wavelengths of up to 10 kilometers are reached (e.g.

Fox et al., 1968, Flood and Shor, 1988; Manley and Flood, 1993b). Prominent wave fields

also oecur in regions of contour eurrents (e.g. Jacobi et al., 1975, Lonsdale, 1983). Small

and spatially limited waves are often found in the vicinity of channel levee systems

(Damuth, 1979; Normark et al., 1980) and close to current obstacles as seamounts. The
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known seale of sediment waves ranges in height from several meters to 150 meters and in

wavelength from several hundred to 10000 meters. However, the lower limit of this

interval may be determined by the lateral resolution properties of the seismie system used

far profiling.

Sedimentary waves are eharaeterized by a distinet internal layering, as far hemipelagie

sedimentary sequenees. This property distinguishes them from topographieally similar

bedforms whieh may be produeed by gravitationally indueed sediment transport as debris

or fluid flows. Different sedimentation rates on both wave flanks may oeeur, provoking

lateral movement of the wave erests with time. Upstream (Lonsdale, 1983, Embley et al.,

1981) as weIl as downstream migrating waves (Roberts and Kidd, 1979) have been

observed.

2.5 Data

The study area is shown in detail in Figure 2.2, where the extent of the observed

mudwave field is indieated in gray. The wave field reaehes from 19° 30' S to 22° S along

the Namibian eontinental slope. It covers a depth range of 1200 m to 1650 m in the

northern part of the study area with a slowly inereasing average depth towards the south,

reaching a depth range of 1300 to 1800 m. Thiek lines indieate the existing Parasound and

Hydrosweep profiles in this area. The observed wave field was weIl eovered by the survey

data. Two smaIl, detailed eehosounder surveys were performed in the northern and in the

southern part ofthe study area.

In the northern part of the study area smooth slopes prevail with several intermittent

elevations, whereas in the south the slope gradually steepens. The slope inelination seems

to have no influenee on the extent and eharaeter of the wave field, but apparently

bathymetry eontrols the upper and lower limits of the field. The shallow limit is given by

the 1200 m isobath on the Walvis Ridge, deseending to 1300 m at 22° S. The deep limit

follows the 1650 m isobath on Walvis Ridge down to 1800 m at 22° S. In the north the

field is eonfined by the eentral elevation of the Walvis Ridge, in the south the wave field

ends at 22° S without any topographie peeuliarity.
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Figure 2.2: Map of the study area. The locations of presented Parasound and Hydrosweep
seetions are emphasized by small ellipsoids and named accordingly. Existing DSDP and
ODP Sites are also given. Isobath spacing is 500 m, but us reduced to 100 m in the depth
range from 1000 to 2000 m.
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2.5.1 Echosounder data

Figure 2.3 shows a short Parasound profile recorded at 100 38'E, 19°45'S in SW - NE

direction on a smoothly ascending slope (0.35°). Regularly spaced sinusoidal structures

can be recognized with wavelengths between 250 and 750 meters and wave heights of 5 to

8 meters. Apart from their sinusoidal topography, the sediments show a weIl stratified

internal layering with distinct reflectors. The structures can be traced down to the total

signal penetration depth of ~75 meters below sea floor (mbsf). However, changes in

wavelength with depth occur at several levels. Two acoustically diffuse zones at ~10 and

~18 mbsf separate the deeper mud waves with wavelengths not exceeding 300 meters

from two overlying sedimentary units, where wavelengths of 600 -750 meters prevail.

The same wave geometry was found all over the study area with conspicuous

regularity, but with a predominance of shorter wavelengths (300 to 600 meters) in the

south. No dependency of the wave geometry , i.e. wavelength and height, from slope

inclination was found. Additionally, comparison of parallel strike lines along the slope in

the southern study area show no variation of wave geometry with depth (Fig. 2.4). A

difference in the acoustic patterns, however, results from significantly higher

sedimentation rates south of the Walvis Ridge (Giraudeau et al.,1998). A change of the

wave parameters with depth cannot be recognized, but it must be noted that the signal

penetration depth is limited to ~30 mbsf.

The Hydrosweep data (Fig. 2.5), corresponding to Profile 4 in Figure 2.4, show linear

elongated patterns with a strike direction of 55° azimuth, oriented perpendicular to the

slope. As described above the directional derivatives calculated relative to 325° azimuth

are displayed in shades of gray. Note, that no bathymetric information is shown in this

figure, and the direction of maximum slope angle is therefore given by an arrow. As the

calculation simulates illumination from the north-west, light shades of gray represent areas

'facing' to north-west whereas dark shades of gray are oriented to the south-east. Changes

from light to dark correspond to wave crests, as indicated.
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Figure 2.3: Parasound section from the northern part ofthe study area. Amplitudes are
color coded to 256 shades of gray. Water depth is calculated assuming asound velocity of
1500 m/s. Vertical exaggeration 1:65.
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Figure 2.4: Parallel Parasound sections recorded in the southern part ofthe study area.
Lateral distance between individuallines is ~2500 m. Display technique os similiar to that
of Figure 2.3, but note the different vertical gridline spacing of 25 m. Vertical
exaggeration 1:78.
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Figure 2.5: Hydrosweep seetion eorresponding Profile 4 (P4) in Figure 2.4. The
illumination azimuth is -45°. The loeation ofthe parallel Parasound lines is given for
referenee. The swath sonar data qiality on the other profiles unfortunately suffered from
weather eonditions. Wave erests and eontinental slope inelination are indieated.
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To investigate variations in sedimentation rate the Parasound data were displayed in an

uneonventional seheme as shown in Figure 2.6. Seismograms are shifted in time to plot

the sea floor as a flat, horizontal refleetor. Figure 2.6 shows a Parasound seetion at 21 0 15'

S erossing the wave field from west to east in upslope direetion (see Figure 2.2 for exaet

loeation). A topographie seetion is shown on top for referenee. It ean be reeognized that

the sedimentation rates are redueed within the mudwave field eompared to the upslope and

downslope deposits. Minimum sedimentation rates are reaehed at the deepest part of the

wave field and rates gradually inerease upslope.

2.5.2 Current measurements

Current measurements are available for aperiod of 12 months from the erest of Walvis

Ridge (see loeation of W3RU in Fig. 2.2). As shown by the trajeetory in Figure 2.7a the

net water transport at this loeation follows an easterly direetion with a small southward

eomponent. This net transport results from times of predominant eastward flow in winter

and summer, and from times with high direetional variability in fall and auturnn (Figs.

2.7a and e). In July and Deeember eonsiderable northern and southern transport ean be

observed. The mean flow velocity averages to 2 - 4 emJs (Fig. 2.7d). However, high tidal

veloeity peaks oeeur, reaehing up to 10 emJs (Figs. 2.7b and f). The histogram analysis

(Fig. 2.7e) shows that velocity peaks up to 6.5 emJs are very frequent.
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Figure 2.6: Parasound seetion crossing the southern study area from west to east.
Individual seismograms are shifted to yield a flat seafloor. The verticallines denote the
deeper and upper limits ofthe wave field. The true bathymetry is given on top for
reference.
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2.6 Discussion

Several mechanisms may be considered to be responsible for the formation of the

observed structures. They can generally be subdivided into gravity induced and bottom

current induced processes.

Gravity driven sediment transport is weIl known on all continental slopes and includes

high energy turbidites as weIl as low energy sediment mass movements. All turbulent

forms of gravity transport (e.g. turbidites, slumps, debris flows, etc.) can be excluded here

because the resulting deposits are characterized by a lack of internal structures and a

transparent appearance in seismic images. In contrast, the presented examples show a

distinct internal layering and smooth transitions to undisturbed sedimentation upslope and

downslope of the wave field. Similar bedforms could weIl be produced by non turbulent

forms of gravity transport as a lateral compression of the sediments, which might result in

a moderate folding associated with a preservation of the internal structures, or a slight

sliding, which causes stepped, faulted structures as proposed by Bremner (1981). If

gravity is the driving force, however, it is difficult to explain the observed downslope

oriented strike direction of the waves. As gravity acts downslope, the related structural

features should show in general a strike direction oriented alongslope (slope-parallel).

Furthermore, the waves can be expected to change their shape in response to different

slope inclinations, because the applied forces change accordingly. This is not observed in

the study area.

Bottom currents act on settling sediment particles at the seafloor and may cause

erosion, winnowing and preferential deposition / non-deposition as a function of the local

current velocity, the particle size and settling properties. High current velocities may form

several small erosional channels elose to each other, which could result in an undulating

topography. However, such channels are carved into the seafloor and would accordingly

cut through existing sedimentary layers. In contrast, the observed structures show

undisturbed subbottom layers running basically parallel to the seafloor over long

distances. Moreover, erosional channels in the observed strike direction would require

bottom currents flowing up- or downslope. Also, because the structures are very regular in

space and time, the currents need to be extremely space stationary over long time periods.

To generate vertical flows, thermohaline density changes or wind driven upwelling

processes can be considered. Thermohaline processes are of no importance here, but the
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surface oceanography off the west coast of southem Africa is strongly affected by coastal

upwelling (e.g. Hart and Currie, 1960, Shannon and Nelson, 1996), which is implicitly

associated with vertical water transport. However, upwelling in the Benguela system is

restricted to thermocline waters in the upper 500 m ofthe water column (Hart and Currie,

1960).

The other current induced process influencing the seafloor topography is preferential

deposition in a lateral inhomogeneous velocity field. This process may form sedimentary

waves if the inhomogenities develop as quasi stationary waves (Queney, 1948, Flood,

1988, Blumsack and Weatherly, 1989, Hopfauf and Spieß, 2000). We suggest, that an

increase of current velocities of southward flowing water in a depth interval 1300 - 1800

m, caused by narrowing ofthe cross-section while passing the obstacle Walvis Ridge, may

have formed the observed sinusoidal structures, namely sedimentary waves. The waves

develop roughly perpendicular to the current and drape the slope without changing their

wave length significantly, as their geometry depends primarily on the velocity field and

not on the slope inclination. The existence of this current not only becomes apparent by

the formation of sedimentary waves, but also through reduced sedimentation rates in the

corresponding depth interval (Fig. 2.6). This interpretation also explains the position ofthe

northem and the deeper limits of the wave field. On the central Walvis Ridge the

narrowing of the cross-section of the southward flowing current reaches its maximum and

therefore the wave field extends to the south. The deeper limit corresponds approximately

to the sill depth of the eastem Walvis Ridge and consequentially restricts the passing

current. Upslope of the wave field we assume a decrease in current velocity probably

associated with a lack of long time stationarity. This also leads to higher sedimentation

rates (Fig. 2.6). Deeper and upper wave field limits slowly deepen towards the south

following the general trend of water mass boundaries in the South Atlantic (Reid, 1989).

This interpretation is also in agreement with the current knowledge of the South

Atlantic oceanography, which derives a generally southward oriented deep water transport

across the eastem Walvis Ridge (Reid, 1989, Reid, 1996, Speer et al., 1995, Roether and

Putzka, 1996). The direct current measurements at site WR3U (Fig. 7) show a great

variability and moderate mean current velocities. Nevertheless the current velocities reach

with significant frequency velocities exceeding 6 cm/s (Fig. 7c) and net water transport is

in southeastward direction. But as the 10cation of site WR3U is more than 100 km off the

mudwave field and records only data for one year, whereas sedimentary waves develop

over 10'000 of years, its meaningfulness for this discussion is limited.
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We therefore conclude that the mudwave field may be viewed as the track of a long

standing high velocity contour current passing the Walvis Ridge in southward direction.

2.7 Modeling

A major goal of a study of sedimentary waves is the quantitative link between the

observed geologie features and oceanographic processes, i.e. the determination of bottom

flow patterns which are responsible for the development of the waves. If this connection

can be established, sedimentary waves could be used to derive properties of palaeocurrents

in space and time.

Physical models dealing with this problem were proposed by Flood (1988) and

Blumsack and Weatherly (1989), based on the early work of Queney (1948). Flood (1988)

developed a lee-wave model to calculate the disturbanees, which an existing sinusoidal

seafloor topography induces on a quasi stationary bottom current crossing the waves

normal to their crests, and explained a resulting upstream migration direction. Blumsack

and Weatherly (1989) introduced a variable flow component parallel to the wave crests to

handle the growth of sedimentary waves at arbitrary angles between flow direction and

wave strike direction. Both models have in common, that they use the Coriolis parameter

as a scalar and hence do not consider the absolute azimuth ofthe wave strike direction.

In this study we use a model developed by Hopfauf and Spieß (2000) as a

generalization of existing theory. It takes into account the full three dimensional Coriolis

vector and therefore considers the azimuth of the wave crest orientation and an arbitrarily

oriented, horizontal current vector. Based on a phase analysis of the stationary waves

which develop in the velocity field over the wave topography, the model estimates

velocity intervals for the normal to crest components of the flow for which existing

sedimentary waves may grow or be destructed (see Hopfaufand Spieß, 2000, for details).

Geographie latitude, water depth and strike direction of the observed waves represent

the fixed boundary conditions of the model. For the four possible quadrants of flow

vectors of a mean bottom current relative to the strike direction, the growth intervals of

flow velocities are calculated for a given range of sedimentary wave lengths (see Figure

2.8 for clarification). Plausibility considerations and comparison with the observations are

then used to exclude non-meaningful model results and to estimate current parameters.
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2.8 Model results and interpretation

Model results were calculated the for the northern and southern part of the study area

using the following parameters:

- North (Walvis Ridge): Latitude 19° 45' S, water depth 1300 m, strike direction 125°.

- South: Latitude 21 ° 35' S, water depth 1700 m, strike direction 55°.

The results are presented in Figure 2.8. Solid lines mark the velocity interval for which

the model predicts growth or preservation of existing sedimentary waves.

As Hopfauf and Spieß (2000) point out, the strike direction of the waves becomes

increasingly important for the model results with increasing water depth and increasing

latitude. For shallower water depths as in this study area, the main controlling parameter

for the predicted flow velocities is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, which depends on the

density gradient in the water column. Therefore the general patterns of the model results

for the northern and for the southern study area are quite similar, although the strike

direction differs by 70°. The Brunt-Vaisala frequency below the thermocline, which is

used in the model calculations, is based on the estimation of Garrett and Munk (1972) for

the free water column. As sedimentary waves are bathed in the bottom-near water layers a

contribution of resuspended material in the water column is likely, which may change the

local density gradient. The magnitude of this change is not known but it has to be stated

that a decreased density gradient would cause a decreased Brunt-Vaisala frequency and

vice versa. Accordingly the model velocities may be slightly over- or underestimated,

respectively.

In general, higher flow velocities are predicted for the northern study area (Fig. 2.8).

Also, greater wave lengths may generally be attributed to higher bottom current velocities.

As described above, the results far the four quadrants of current vectors will now be

analyzed in their applicability to the local situation.

Cases 2.8b and 2.8f, respectively, which are calculated for a southward flow with a

westward component, can be excluded because the predicted interval of growth and

preservation is extremely narrow and velocities are very low. This constellation is highly

unstable, as slight changes of the mean current velocity will start to destroy existing

waves. In contrast, for a southward ariented current with an eastward component (Figs.

2.8a and e) the model predicts a wide and therefore stable interval far growth and

preservation of sedimentary waves. Existing sedimentary waves will stay intact over a
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wide range of flow veloeities and quite high veloeities, exeeeding 20 to 25 ern/s will be

required to destroy them. This result also agrees with the assumption of an eastem eontour

eurrent whieh would eontain eastward eomponents due to Coriolis defleetion on the

southem hemisphere.

Assuming a northward flow with an eastward eomponent (Figures 2.8e and g) the

model prediets a more narrow veloeity interval than for the southward flow with

eomparably high eurrent veloeities. This would imply, that the waves would be leveled at

times of low eurrent veloeities. Henee the flow veloeity is required to remain at a very

high level over long periods of time to build up the observed waves. The results for a

northward flow with a westward eomponent is shown in Figures 2.8d and 2.8h,

respeetively. As in Figure 2.8e and 2.8g the model yields a rather narrow veloeity interval,

but now eentered around moderate flow veloeities. Moderate flow veloeities would

therefore support the growth and preservation of waves, whereas high eurrent veloeities

persisting over longer time seales would eause wave destruetion. This eonstellation is

more stable than that of Figure 2.8e and 2.g. Moreover, as mentioned for the southward

flow, the westward eomponent may be explained with the Coriolis defleetion to the left.

To summarize, both a southward and a northward oriented bottom eurrent yield

plausible model results, differing at most in the predieted model veloeities. While the

results for a southward flow allow veloeities of up to 25 ern/s for the greatest wavelengths

observed, the estimated veloeities for a northward flow are restrieted to 10 ern/s. As stated

in the diseussion above the observed eharaeteristies of the mudwave field suggest a

predominantly southward flow. However, an oeeasional inversion in eurrent direetion

would not result in a destruction of the wave field.

The model of Hopfauf and Spieß (2000) as weIl as those of Blumsack and Weatherly

(1989) and Flood (1988) show c1early that ehanges in wave geometry ean be related to

ehanges in bottom current environment. Therefore sedimentary waves provide a high

resolution record of palaeocurrent aetivities and changes. Aceordingly, future work in the

study area will coneentrate on detailed analysis of different sedimentary units, considering

also wave migration direction and growth rates, to obtain further insight in the

palaeocurrent history in this area.
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3 Palaeoflow history at the south west African continental margin

determined by analysis of a sedimentary wave field

H. v. Lom, V. Spieß and V. Hopfauf

3.1 Abstract

A sedimentary wave field, whieh developed on the Namibian eontinental margin and

on the eastern Walvis Ridge during the last 5 my under the loeal eurrent regime, was

investigated to reeonstruet palaeoeeanographie ehanges through time. High resolution

eehosounder data reveal ehanges of the internal wave geometry, indieating that the history

of water transport aeross the eastern Walvis Ridge may be subdivided into 5 major phases

sinee the development of sedimentary waves. A eombined approach of modeling the wave

growth and analyzing bottom flow indueed deposition patterns all over the study area,

allows a qualitative and quantitative estimate of palaeoflow history. The onset of

sedimentary wave growth started at about 5 Ma and marked the development of a stable

eontour eurrent in water depths of 1200 - 1800 m with moderate to low eurrent veloeities.

The eurrent intensity slowly inereased until probably pulsed high speed events near 1.9

Ma eaused a partial destruetion and erosion of the waves. In the following 900 ky eurrent

intensity gradually weakened and the wave field regenerated, but at a higher level of mean

flow velocity, now reaehing ~ 4 emJs. A eomparably quiet phase persisted from ~1 to 0.6

Ma. Afterwards eurrent aetivity inereased again, probably also starting with pulsed events.

The mean eurrent velocity in the last 400 ky presumably varies in a range of~ 3 to 8 ern/s.

3.2 Introduction

Small sealed sedimentary waves drape the Namibian eontinental margin from 19° 30'

S, where the eastern Walvis Ridge abuts the eontinental margin, to 22° S at water depths

ranging from 1200 to 1800 m (v. Lom et aI., 2001) (Fig. 3.1). The wave lengths at the

seafloor reach 250 to 700 m, the wave heights vary from 5 to 8 m. Extent and loeation of

the wave field suggest a eoupling to an eastern boundary eurrent, passing the Walvis

Ridge in southward direetion (v. Lom et aI., 2001).
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but increased to 100 m spacing in the range from 1000 to 2000 m water depth, to
emphasize overall topography. Bathymetry is after Smith and Sandwell (1997). Presented
profiles are pronounced by thick dashed lines and named accordingly.
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The availability of a dense grid of high resolution echosounder data in this region (Fig.

3.1b) (Schulz et al. 1992, Blei! et al., 1993, Blei! et al., 1996, Schulz et al., 1992, Schulz et

al., 1996) and additional seismic lines (Blei! et al., 1993, Blei! et al., 1996) allows a

detailed analysis ofthe development ofthe waves. As the geometry of sedimentary waves,

i.e. strike direction and wave length, and especially the associated changes in these

properties, can be attributed to changes in bottom current parameters (Flood, 1988,

Blumsack and Weatherly, 1989, Hopfauf and Spieß, 2000), sedimentary waves may be

seen as witnesses of palaeocurrent activities. A study of the internal structures of the

waves hence yields clues on past bottom flow intensity and stability.

As a second approach to derive palaeoflow information, spatial variations In

sedimentation rates are examined in the study area, which are most probably caused by

topographically induced fluctuations in bottom current velocity.

The coupling of these two analyses provides insight into the long term

palaeoceanographic environment on the Namibian continental margin.

3.2.1 Setting

The Walvis Ridge forms a more than 2000 meter high barrier between the Angola

Basin, bordering on the north, and the Cape Basin, bordering on the south respectively

(Fig. 3.1 a). The topography of the continental margin and also of the ridge slope is quite

different on both sides of Walvis Ridge. To the north slopes are steep and rough while to

the south smooth slopes prevail with weIl stratified sediments. The deposited material

consists mainly of pelagic biogenic particles with an increasing amount of upwelling

related material towards the Namibian coast. Upwelling of cool nutrient rich water, caused

by the trade wind activity, is an important process all along the western coast of Africa,

which greatly increases biogenic production. However, this process is dominant in a 180 

200 km wide zone along the coast and is therefore restricted to the inner shelf and the

shelf edge (Summerhayes, 1983). Small amounts of terrigenous material, mainly clay and

silt particles, are contributed by the Orange River, and Namib Desert dust (e.g. Bornhold,

1973, Bremner, 1975, Diester-Haass et al., 1992).

According to Reid (1989) the modem South Atlantic deep waters can be vertically

distinguished in five specific water masses. Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), cold and

salty, fills the deep basins to up to 3800 - 4300 m depth and spreads northwards. The

Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) is cold, but lower in salinity. On its way north, it is split

into the Lower Circumpolar Deep Water (LCDW), ranging from 3000 - 4000 m, and the
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Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW), varying from 1000 - 1500 m. The huge water

mass which is responsible for this splitting, is the southward spreading North Atlantic

Deep Water (NADW). NADW is warmer than CDW but higher in salinity and therefore

occupies the same range of water densities. The UCDW is superimposed by the Antarctic

Intermediate Water (AAIW) in depths of700 to 1100 m and by the uppermost deep water

mass, the South Atlantic Central Water (SACW), which fills the gap to the thermocline.

The surface waters in the eastern South Atlantic Ocean are represented by the cold

Benguela current, flowing northward along the south-west African coast until 20° S (e.g.

Hart and Currie ,1960, Stramma and Peterson, 1989), where it meets the southward

flowing tropical Angola current (Moroshkin et al., 1970).

The results of SAVE (South Atlantic Ventilation Experiment, 1987 - 1989) and WOCE

(World Ocean Circulation Experiment, 1991 - 1997) suggest that deep waters below 400

m pass the eastern Walvis Ridge in southward direction (Reid, 1989, Reid, 1996, Speer et

al., 1995, Roether and Putzka, 1996). At 25° S - 27° S this flow turns to north-west and

joins the South Atlantic anticyclonic gyre (Reid, 1989). The involved water masses are the

Upper NADW (UNADW) and the eastern return flows of the UCDW and AAIW (Reid,

1989, Reid, 1996). The passing of deeper waters is prohibited by the Walvis Ridge.

3.2.2 Palaeoceanography

The oceanography of the modern Atlantic Ocean is thought to be the result of several

climatic cooling steps in the last 50 million years and the parallel closing and opening of

important interoceanic passages (e.g. Berger and Wefer, 1996). The opening ofthe Drake

Passage probably initiated the circum-Antarctic circulation and the closing of the Panama

isthmus (e.g Maier-Reimer et al., 1990, Mikolajewicz, 1993, Berger and Wefer, 1996) and

the Persian Gulf connection of the Thetys Ocean to the Indian Ocean (WoodrufJ and

Savin, 1989) may have supported the development ofthe modern heat conveyor.

Corresponding to the Miocene deep water circulation reconstruction of Woodruff and

Savin (1989), early Miocene waters in the South Atlantic mainly consisted of an AABW

equivalent water mass. This water was formed by the high latitude cooling of warm saline

water from the tropical Indian Ocean, probably supported by the outflow of warm salty

Tethys water, pouring over the Persian Gulf sill. The resulting mixture, the Tethys Indian

Deep Water (TIDW), could have been the early Miocene equivalent ofmodern NADW in

its function as the source for AABW (see Woodruff and Savin, 1989, for details). In the

middle Miocene (about 15 - 14 Ma) the Persian Gulf gap c10sed and the southward
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transport of warm salty water from the Indian Ocean weakened. In parallel Woodruff and

Savin (1989) observe the onset of NADW production in the North Atlantic. NADW

production intensified at 11 - 10 Ma, additionally supported by Mediterranean Outflow

Water (MOW), and in the following time a water mass stratification began to develop,

which resembled closely to the modem situation.

With the closing of the Panama Seaway at about 3.5 - 2.5 Ma (Keigwin, 1978, Coates

et al., 1992) and the parallel onset of boreal glaciation (e.g. Berggren, 1972), NADW

production constantly increased as climatic cooling proceeded (e.g. Jansen, 1988, Berger

and Wefer, 1996). This also led to pulsed intensification of deep water activity (Turnau

and Ledbetter, 1989). Opal accumulation in the Southem Ocean, which is presumably

closely coupled to NADW production (Berger and Wefer, 1991), shows a maximum in

NADW production at the Pliocene - Pleistocene boundary at about 1.8 Ma. Then, in the

Pleistocene and Quatemary, orbital forcing began to influence and control NADW

production, with weakened NADW in cold periods and strengthened NADW in warm

periods.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Acoustics

To obtain high resolution echosounding data, a narrow beam Parasound echosounder

(Grant and Schreiber, 1990) was used. This system, which is one of the permanently

installed echosounder systems of the Gerrnan research vessels RJV METEOR and RlV

SONNE, provides a beam width of only ~7 % of the water depth at a main signal

frequency of 4 kHz. This ensures a high resolution in horizontal as weIl as in vertical

direction and minimizes the effect of side echoes. In the range of water depths

corresponding the study area, the footprint of the system is only ~80 to ~ 130 m. On the

other hand, the narrow beam implies a maximum slope angle of the sea floor of 2° to get

echoes reflected back to the receiver. Usual signal penetration depths of the Parasound

system vary from 20 to 150 m, depending on the sediment properties. However, due to

different technical characteristics of the system installed on RJV METEOR, signal

penetration depth is often less than on comparable profiles recorded with RJV SONNE.

The data were digitally recorded for further processing and display with the

ParaDigMA System (Spieß, 1993). Processing was limited to bandpass filtering from 2 to

6 kHz to reduce low frequency acoustic and high frequency electronic noise. Migration of
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the data is hindered by the size of the lateral data gaps in comparison with the high signal

frequency. However, the extent of diffraction hyperbola is small due to the narrow beam.

Seismic data were recorded during the pre-site survey for ODP Leg 175 (Blei! et al.

1996). The use of a GI-gun as the seismic source with a generator volume of 45 in3

provided signal frequencies up to 250 Hz. For registration a streamer with a totallength of

800 m and 600 m of active sections was used, divided into 24 hydrophone groups with a

group spacing and length of 25 m each. The shot spacing was approximately 25 m.

Recording was performed with a GEOMETRICS ES-2420 at a sampling rate of 0.5 ms.

The data were NMO corrected with an appropriate velocity model, stacked and filtered

using a pass band of 20 - 200 Hz.

In figures, which present echosounder data or seismic data, amplitudes are color coded

using 256 shades of gray. Time to depth conversion was performed using a mean sound

velocity of 1500 mJs. This has proven to be an appropriate mean value for the water

column as well as for unconsolidated young sediments.

3.3.2 Stratigraphy

For chronostratigraphy and lithology results of DSDP Leg 75 (Hay et. aI., 1984) and

ODP Leg 175 (Wefer et al., 1998) were used. DSDP Site 532, located at 1331 m water

depth at 10° 31.13' E / 19° 44.61' S (see Fig. 3.1b for reference), lies within the limits of

the mudwave field. ODP Site 1081 was drilled at 11° 19.16' E / 19° 37.2' S at a water

depth of 805 m and is situated on the crest of the Walvis Ridge (Fig. 3.1b), but well above

the mudwave field.

At Site 532 a high resolution stratigraphy of the uppermost 16 core meters was

performed by Oberhänsli (1991), based on oxygen isotope measurements on two different

foraminiferal species (Uvigerina sp., Globigerina bulloides) and the occurrence of another

one (Gephyrocapsa lacunosa). This stratigraphy reaches back until 500 ka and was used

for this time interval. For deeper and older reflectors the biostratigraphy of Giraudeau et

al. (1998) from ODP Site 1081 was used. This stratigraphy is much coarser than that of

Oberhänsli (1991), but coincides well with DSDP 532 for the first 600 ky and provides

sufficient resolution for the questions which will be discussed in this paper.

The stratigraphy of Oberhänsli (1991) yields significantly smaller sedimentation rates

than the age models of earlier works (e.g. Hay et aI., 1984, Diester-Haas, 1985). As

seismic lines (see fig.6) confirm reduced sedimentation rates within the mudwave area and

connect Site 532 to Site 1081, this stratigraphy, however, seems to be plausible.
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3.3.3 Modeling

To model the development of the sedimentary waves we use an approach of Hopfauf

and Spiess (2000) as an extension to the existing models of Flood (1988) and Blumsack

and Weatherly (1989). In differenee to these older models it introduces the Coriolis

parameter not as a sealar but as a three-dimensional veetor. In addition to existing theory,

it also takes into aecount the azimuth of the strike direetion of the waves and aIlows

arbitrary orientation of the bottom flow veetor.

Based on a phase analysis of the ealeulated sedimentation rate distribution, the model

prediets a growth and a migration rate for existing sedimentary waves. These rates depend

on the bottom current velocity and direetion, as weIl as on the water depth, geographie

latitude, wave length and strike direetion. Furthermore it is possible to derive the onset of

sedimentary waves for a speeifie simplified initial topography.

The model still idealizes the sediment-water-boundary in that it does not consider the

viseosity terms in the Navier-Stokes-equations and assumes a stratified flow. Yet this

idealization may be negleeted when dealing with periods which are neeessary for

sedimentary wave development (see diseussion below for further eonsiderations regarding

this topie).

3.4 Data

Parasound profiles in the northem part of the study area, where water masses pass the

Walvis Ridge, show signifieant variations in sedimentary wave geometry. One of the best

examples (Fig. 3.2) was reeorded near the erest of the ridge and is oriented nearly

perpendieular to the mudwave strike direetion. This seetion shows short regular waves

with wave lengths ranging from 250 - 700 m. Three subbottom units of different wave

eharaeteristics ean be reeognized, whieh are set apart by two transition units. Refleetors,

whieh mark the boundaries of these units, were pieked and traced along the profile. Some

pronouneed unit-intemal refleetors were also pieked to ease interpretation and refleetor

traeing.
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Figure 3.2: Parasound section on the crest ofthe Walvis Ridge (see Fig. 3.1b). The
different acosutic units are indicated to the right. Ages are given conforming to the
stratigraphy of Oberhänsli (1991) and Giraudeau et al. (1998)
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The specific characterization of the resulting five acoustic units, named I to V, IS as

foIlows:

Unit V: very short and regular waves. The wavelength varies from 250 to 300

meters. A slight northwest migration can be noticed in specific layers.

Unit IV: this unit spans aperiod oftransition from the short regular waves ofUnit

V to much longer waves. At the upper depth limit of this unit the waves reveal a

wave length of 750 meters, which is more than twice the previous wave length. In

between the waves are partiaIly destroyed and also areas of erosion can be

recognized.

Unit 111: comprises the a geometricaIly stable situation with weIl developed waves

with a wave length of 750 meters. Southwest Migration seems to occur at some

wave crests but this property is not pronounced and not lateraIly consistent.

Unit 11: transition situation, where the sedimentation patterns become very

complicated and lack lateral consistency. Short waves seem to develop on top ofthe

longer waves and are subsequently destroyed, foIlowed by the growth of longer

waves with wavelengths varying from 500 to 600 meters.

Unit I: represents a stable situation with some intermittent phases with southwest

migration. Wave lengths range from 500 to 600 meters.

These units can be traced to the northern escarpment of the Walvis Ridge as is

demonstrated in a Parasound section (Fig. 3.3a), which connects to the southwestern end

of the profile shown in Figure 3.2. This profile also crosses DSDP Site 532, which was

used for age assignments of the upper 20 meters of the sediment column. Topography

along the profile is characterized by a smaIl elevation in the northwest, which is a foothill

of a seamount located to the northeast of the profile (Fig 3.1b), and by a smooth ascent to

the crest of the Walvis Ridge. Sedimentary waves of the main wave field are observed at

the upper third of the profile. Also, smaIl waves occur in elose vicinity to the seamount,

most presumably related to the local current regime around the seamount. The area around

the seamount is also characterized by erosion / non-deposition, which becomes evident

from outcropping deeper reflectors as weIl as from onlapping reflectors in Unit IH.

The accumulation rates, which should be basicaIly spatiaIly constant for pelagic

deposition in absence of bottom currents, vary significantly in this region. This can be

demonstrated through different presentations of the same profile (Figs. 3.3b & c). The

recording delay was shifted to flatten a specific reflector, and to image lateral variations in

accumulation for different time periods thereby. The reflector chosen in Figure 3.3b
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represents the boundary between Units II and III, and the flattened seetion shows that

sedimentation rates in Unit II are redueed towards the eenter of the profile as weIl as

towards the ridge erest. In the upper part of Unit III no lateral ehanges in the

sedimentation rate oeeur. However, with inereasing depth again aeeumulation varies

lateraIly. The flattened refleetor in Figure 3.3e represents the boundary between Units IV

and V. Strong spatial variability eharaeterizes the sedimentation in Unit IV with

distribution patterns, similar to those of Units II and III. In eontrast, this effeet is very

small in Unit V.

The north western part of the profile, where deposition is affeeted by the presenee of

the seamount, shows similar variations in sedimentation rate distribution, with strong

variability in Units II and IV and modest to weak variability in Units III and V.

A closer look on the erosional zone in the vieinity ofthe seamount (Fig. 3.4) shows that

the loeation, where non-deposition is ehanging to deposition, is eharaeterized by

truneation and onlap of refleetors. This position, whieh is further on ealled eritieal distanee

of deposition, is shifting signifieantly through time (intimated by the dashed line in Figure

3.4). Sediments deposited in Unit V reaeh close to the seamount and show an undulating

topography. In Unit IV sedimentation retreats from the seamount. Deposition starts

beyond 10 km distanee from the seamount flank eompared to 4-5 km in Unit V. In Unit

III, sedimentation again oeeurs closer to the seamount, but not as close as in Unit V.

Deposition starts here at 5-5.5 km distanee. The eritieal distanee of deposition inereases

gradually towards the end of Unit III and in Unit II, reaehing 9 km at the beginning of

Unit 1. The eritieal distanee of deposition in Unit I is diffieult to traee beeause of the

undulating topography and several ineisions, but it seems to be larger than in Unit U.

The presenee of sedimentary waves in this region as a response to the loeal veloeity

field variations is of limited lateral extent. The width of the wave zone in Unit V is 3 km

while in Unit IV waves have nearly vanished. However, in the upper 15 m of Unit V

extremely small wavy struetures ( wave length ~150m, height ~1 m) ean be reeognized

starting at a distanee of 11 km and ending at 18 km distanee from the seamount. In Unit

IU, new waves start to develop with inereasing wave heights in Units Ir and 1. The width

ofthe wave zone in Units Ir and I exeeeds 10 km.
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Figure 3.3: Parasound section extending from the crest ofthe Walvis Ridge in northwest
direction. a) profile plotted using correct recording delays. Traced reflectors are indicated
by black lines in profile. b) the same profile flattened to the boundary between Unit I! and
II!. c) the same profile flattened to the boundary between Unit IV and V. Note, that a
display of echograms in flattened representation is only possible, where the corresponding
reflector could be defined. Otherwise the necessary delay shift is unknown. This causes
the apparent data gap at the northwestern end of the profile.
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Towards the southern flank of the Walvis Ridge the pattern of sedimentation is quite

similar to the northern flank. Figure 3.5 shows a 65 km long Parasound profile from

DSDP Site 532 towards the southern flank of the Walvis Ridge (see Fig. 3.1b for exaet

loeation). At its northern end it is eonneeted to the profile shown in Figure 3.3. This

profile was reeorded with RIV Meteor and the signal penetration here is limited to 30 m.

Therefore, it is not possible to traee all of the deeper refleetors in this profile and

espeeially the boundary between Unit III and Unit IV ean not be determined. Two dotted

lines in the unit classifieation bar show the estimated vertieal range of the position of this

boundary.

The strong refleetor marking the boundary from Unit IV to Unit V ean be traeed in the

study area though. Flattening ofthis boundary (Fig. 3.5c) and the one between Unit II and

Unit III (Fig. 3.5b) shows spatial variations in sedimentation rates, whieh are even more

pronouneed than in the northern profile. Note, that the sediment thiekness is loeally

strongly redueed. This oeeurs not towards the erest of the Walvis Ridge, but at 1370 m

water depth 15 km southward from the northern end of the profile. This position is loeated

between the ridge erest to the north-east and a small elevation to the south-west (Fig.

3.1b). Further to the south the profile extends parallel to the flank of the elevation.

Sedimentary waves exist only in the northern part of the profile and start again to grow at

its southern end.

To better understand the deeper sedimentation strueture on the eastern Walvis Ridge a

seismie line (Fig. 3.6a) eould be used, whieh was reeorded in west to east direetion

roughly along the erest ofthe Walvis Ridge (see Figure 3.1b for exaet loeation). This line

also erosses the two eoring sites DSDP 532 and ODP 1081, whieh allows

ehronostratigraphie assignrnents to the seismie as weIl as to the Parasound data.

The seismic line also shows a signifieant reduetion in sediment thiekness in its eentral

part. The spatial resolution ofthe seismie data, though eontaining frequeneies ofup to 250

Hz, is not suffieient to allow a detailed analysis, but the sedimentary waves of the study

area ean be recognized on the western flank ofthis zone. Towards the east, i.e. towards the

eontinental margin, sediment thiekness inereases signifieantly, but no sedimentary waves

are observed. Wavy struetures ean also be reeognized in the eentral part, where sediment

thiekness is at its minimum. These struetures were not interpreted to be sedimentary

waves due to their striet vertieal alignrnent down to great depths. They may rather be seen

as a kind of sedimentary stretehing and faulting indueed by the underlying basement

topography.
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Figure 3.5: Parasound section extending from the crest ofthe Walvis Ridge in southeast
direction. a) profile plotted using correct recording delays. Traced reflectors are indicated
by black lines in profile. b) the same profile flattened to the boundary between Unit II and
III. c) the same profile flattened to the boundary between Unit IV and V.
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Figure 3.6: Seismic line along the Walvis Ridge crest. a) complete profile in gray scale
representation. Position and penetration of DSDP site 532 and ODP Site 1081 is given as
vertical black lines in the western and in the eastern part of the profile. b) Close-up of part
of the mudwave area. Slight undulations in deeper reflectors mark the beginning of
sedimentary wave growth. c) linedraw of the profile. The displayed horizons are chosen to
emphasize the change in the sedimentation environment.
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Several seismic reflectors were traced along this profile to allow the presentation of a

linedrawing of the section (Fig. 3.6c). One of these reflectors, which is denoted by an

arrow in Figure 6c as weIl as in Figure 3.6b, marks a prominent change in the

sedimentation environment. Below this reflector, which intersects DSDP 532 at

approximately 105 mbsf and ODP 1081 at 270 - 300 mbsf, sediments are weIl stratified

and lateral sedimentation rate variations are neglectable. Above this reflector spatial

sedimentation rates vary significantly. This change in depositional environment coincides

with the onset of the development of sedimentary waves as can be seen in the enlarged

section of Figure 3.6b. Above the marked reflector, sedimentary waves slowly start to

grow and in parallel the area covered by waves extends further up- and downslope.

The lateral changes in sedimentation rate in Units I - V can be observed on this line as

weIl, as the Parasound data indicate, which was recorded in parallel to the seismic line

(Fig. 3.7, see dashed box in Fig. 3.6a for extension). However, a shift in water depth from

1200 m during Units V and IV to approximately 1250 m in Units Ir and I for the zone of

minimum sedimentation rate can be recognized here. So far this observation is restricted

to this along-crest profile and cannot be generalized, because more data from appropriate

locations near the upper depth limit ofthe mudwave field are not available.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Modeling

Mudwave models (Flood, 1988, Blumsack and Weatherly, 1989, Rop/auf and Spieß,

2000) show, that the main decision about the geometry of sedimentary waves is made

during their initial creation. To create sedimentary waves, several parameters must match.

First, depending on the water depth and geographie latitude only specific bortom current

directions may create waves. Second, the bortom current velocity must be stable over time

scales which are sufficient to build up sedimentary waves. These two conditions permit

the existence of steady waves in the bortom velocity field, which cause the buildup of

sedimentary waves. The necessary minimum time period for this process certainly

depends on the sedimentary input from the water column which controls the building

velocity. The magnitude of the current velocity and current direction as weIl as the initial

topography then control the wave length and strike direction.
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Figure 3.7: Parasound seetion parallel to the western part ofthe seismic line ofFigure 6.
a) profile plotted using correct recording delays. Traced reflectors are indicated by black
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zones of minimal sedimentation rate for a specific time period.
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The meaning of 'stable current conditions' in respect to the creation and growth of

sedimentary waves, however, needs some considerations. As current measurements have

shown (e.g.. Weatherly et aI., 1993, v. Lom et al., 2001), the bottom flow usually is not

stable at aIl, even in the deep sea. Strong tidal components often may play an important

role as weIl as annual influences and others. These fluctuations also influence the settling

of particles on the sea floor. Mudwave development, in contrast, takes place on time scales

of several thousand years and therefore the term 'stable' has to be seen from a statistical

point of view. As perturbations in the velocity field occur immediately if the outer

conditions are appropriate, a 'stable' bottom current means that the majority of the local

current situations has the corresponding properties and this over long periods. This will

usuaIly, but not necessarily, be close to the mean of the current properties. If we therefore

are describing current velocities in the following paragraphs and use the terms 'mean' or

'stable', we always refer to this definition.

Once waves have been created, their topography stabilizes the corresponding bottom

current system in respect to velocity perturbations. Changes in growth rate and migration

rate of the waves are then the only indicators for long standing changes in bottom current

velocity. Thus, a change of the wave length of the waves requires a peak in bottom current

velocity to destroy the existing waves and build up new ones with a different wavelength.

This process can be observed in Figure 3.2 in vicinity ofthe interface between the Units V

and IV. The short waves of Unit V are eroded and on top of this zone new waves with a

longer wavelength grow.

Due to these considerations, the mudwave geometry was used to obtain clues on the

palaeocurrent situation on the Namibian continental margin, based on the mudwave model

of Hopfaufand Spieß (2000). As shown already by v. Lom et al. (2001) the model predicts

a broad velocity interval (~2 - 25 cmJs), where existing mudwaves persist (further on

referred to as existence interval), for a southward flow. This interval becomes less broad

(2 - 8 cmJs) for a northward flow but still the predicted situation is comfortable for

sedimentary waves (Figs.3.8a, b). The ca1culated growth and migration rates for a

southward flow are given as an example in Figure 3.9 for wave lengths of 300, 500 and

700 meters, respectively (curves are similar for a northward flow, but shifted to slower

velocities). The positive part ofthe growth rate defines the width ofthe existence interval,

but an optimum situation for sedimentary waves growth is reached towards the lower limit

of the interval. In contrast, the migration rate increases towards higher velocities. Note

that the high peaks in the curves represent a singularity in the model solution, which is a
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consequence of the neglectanee of viseosity (Hopfauf and Spieß, 2000). Positive growth

rates are also given as shades of gray in Figure 3.8.

Generally, the growth rate for the study area is low and reaches higher values only in

vicinity of the singularity. It can also be noted that the range of current velocities für

optimum growth eonditions is small, but the existence interval is broad. Henee the model

allows a great variability in current veloeities, which won't affect the wave geometry.

Migration only occurs at high eurrent veloeities. Echosounder data, on the other hand,

show that the waves do not change their shape significantly over the last 2 my and that

they neither grow higher nor migrate. Slight migration trends oceur in distinct layers,

though, but a clear trend is not established.

It is therefore diffieult to propose a quantitative interpretation of the model results in

this region. But it may be stated that current velocities were most of the time not in the

optimum range for wave growth and also not in optimum range for wave migration, but

varying somewhere in between.

For two points in the geologie past we may narrow the broad existenee interval. As

stated above, the transitions from Unit V to Unit IV and from Unit H to Unit I are

characterized by a destruetion of existing mudwaves (Fig. 3.2) and a buildup of new ones.

We can therefore derive a bottom eurrent velocity at exposed locations, whieh exeeeds 10

cm/s at the beginning of Unit IV and 15 cm/s at the beginning of Unit H. The wave length

of the new mudwaves then depends directly on the bottom current situation at the time of

creation, but also strongly on the initial topography (Hopfauf and Spieß, 2000). As it is

difficult in the complex topographic environment of the study area, to consider the

topography, we estimated the speed by assuming good growth conditions für waves of the

observed wave length. We assurne a reduction of current velocities, after the mentioned

pulses, to 3 - 4 cm/s in Unit IV and 2 - 3 cm/s in Unit 11.

Additional problems in model interpretation arise due to the ambiguity of the current

direction within a 90 degree quadrant (Hopfauf & Spieß, 2000). The current velocity,

predicted by the model and shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 is only the velocity component

which is oriented perpendicular to the wave crest. Therefore the true current velocity may

be considerably higher, depending on the angle of incidence. However, as we are dealing

here with a contour current along the continental margin and strike direction of the waves

is approximately downslope, the model veloeity can be expected to be close to the true

velocity.
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Figure 3.8: Existence interval for sedimentary waves at a water depth of 1300 m and a
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Another problem is our unawareness of the true density gradient in the near bottom

layer of the water column. A main controlling factor for sedimentary wave growth is the

Brunt-Vaisala-frequency (Queney, 1948, Flood, 1988, Blumsack and Weatherly, 1989,

Hopfaufand Spieß, 2000) which depends on the density gradient in the water column. The

model of Hopfauf and Spieß (2000) uses an approximation for the Brunt-Vaisala

frequency published by Garret and Munk (1972) for the free water column. However,

sedimentary waves generate at the sediment-water interface and the corresponding bottom

flow will not only support sedimentary wave growth but also mixing in the lowermost

water layers due to small scale turbulences. This in turn may reduce the density gradient

and cause a reduced Brunt-Vaisala frequency. As the waves in the study area reach only

heights of a few meters and therefore are probably bathed in the mixed layer, this problem

may affeet the predieted model velocities, shifting them to smaller values.

3.5.2 Sedimentation patterns

In addition to the existence of sedimentary waves, large seale and small seale ehanges

in sedimentation patterns show evidence of a varying influenee of bottom currents. The

observed effeet is a spatial variability of sediment thiekness in the different aeoustie units.

These variations differ depending on the sediment age, as weIl as on the plaee of

deposition.

Variations in sediment thiekness could also be eaused by fluctuations in sediment input,

espeeially as the study area is located west of one of the most important upwelling areas of

the world, and therefore a drop in biogenie sediment supply outside the upwelling area is

likely to oeeur. A drop in input material eould explain the general trend in redueed

sediment thiekness seen in the seismie data (Fig. 3.6) on profiles leading from upper

eontinental margin to the deep sea. However, as shown already by v. Lom et al. (2001),

sedimentation rates inerease again beyond the deeper depth limit of the wave field.

Furthermore, pronouneed variations in sedimentation rates oeeur on small seales of only a

few tens of kilometers (Figs. 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.7). These ehanges eannot be explained by

varying sediment input, but only with varying bottom eurrent veloeities related to loeal

topographie features.

This interpretation lS supported by the eoineidenee of ehanges in the lateral

sedimentation rate distribution on the one hand and ehanges in the geometry of the

sedimentary waves on the other. The transition from Unit V to Unit IV, where model
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results suggest a significant increase in bottom current intensity, is also marked by a

noticeable increase in spatial sedimentation rate variability (Fig. 3.3 and 3.5).

The ratio of neighboring maximum and minimum sedimentation rate at a specific

location may be taken as a qualitative indicator ofbottom current intensity, Vbotlolll :::; Smax

Smin

This parameter certainly depends on the sediment composition of the input material,

which controls the reaction of settling particles on current velocity. If we assume a mean

sediment composition over long time periods, which did not change considerably in the

last 2 my, this parameter may nevertheless be used for comparison with the mudwave

model results, as is done in Figure 3.10.

Another qualitative parameter indicating the local intensity of bottom currents is the

critical distance of deposition to a deep sea current obstacle as a seamount. Such obstacles,

located in the path of a bottom current, cause a local increase of current velocity in their

close vicinity, which may prevent sediment deposition or even cause erosion, hence

yielding onlapping or truncated reflectors. The distance of these onlap points depends on

the local topography of the obstacle, the sediment composition and the general current

velocity. As topography does not change significantly and if we assurne the same for the

mean sediment composition (see above), changes in the critical distance of deposition are

directly related to changes in general current velocity. We therefore use this parameter

derived at the foothill of a small seamount (Figure 3.4) as a second qualitative proof of our

model results (Figure 3.10).

3.6 Conclusions

The interpretation of the model results and the qualitative current indicators resulting

from sediment distribution as described above show a significant correlation (Fig. 3.10).

Therefore we propose the following palaeocurrent history for deep water transport at the

eastem Walvis Ridge:

~ 5 Ma: Onset and growth of sedimentary waves, accompanied with lateral

spreading of the wave field (Fig 3.6b). In parallel a striking reduction in

sedimentation rate on the Walvis Ridge occurs (Fig. 3.6a). This was probably

caused by the establishment of a stable contour current passing the Walvis Ridge in

southward direction. The mean velocity can be expected to reach 2 - 3 cm/s in the

corresponding depth range. As the first waves started to grow, they stabilized the
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velocity field perturbations and caused a slow lateral extension of the wave field. At

the same time the influence of the bottom current lead to reduced sedimentation

rates. The development of sedimentary waves and the implied stability of bottom

current parameters may probably be seen as an indicator of the evolving

stratification of the South Atlantic Ocean ( Woodruff and Savin, 1989) and the

intensification ofNADW.

~ 5 Ma - ~ 1.9 Ma (Unit V): In the following 3 my the wave field further extends

laterally and covers the Namibian continental with small regularly spaced waves.

However, at least for the last 500 ky of this period, sedimentation patterns show

reduced mean bottom flow velocities, probably only reaching up to 2 crn/s.

~ 1.9 Ma: At the transition from unit V to unit IV a notable increase in bottom

current velocity leads to an erosional destruction of the waves at exposed locations

(Fig. 3.2). The increase in current velocity (probably more than 10 - 15 crn/s) is

also quite obvious in the sedimentation patterns (Fig. 3.10). This event coincides

with the time ofmaximum NADW production, derived by Berger and Wefer, 1991)

for this period, and suggests a maximum water transport across the Walvis Ridge.

~ 1.9 Ma - ~ 1 Ma (Unit IV): Consecutively, NADW production becomes more and

more affected by orbital forcing and increases and decreases accordingly with an

overall reduction in water transport. As the bottom current wanes, the destroyed

waves build up again near the end of this unit, however their wavelength now

reaches 750 m, suggesting a mean eurrent veloeity ofmore than 4 ern/s at their time

of ereation. The eorresponding loeal ehanges of lateral sedimentation rates show

aeeordingly strong variations at the beginning of Unit IV with a deerease of

variations towards Unit III and henee also refleet a relatively intense bottom

eurrent, whieh looses strength with time.

~ 1 Ma - 600 ka (Unit III): During the next 400 ky the situation remained stable

with slow to moderate eurrent veloeities presumably not exeeeding 3 - 4 ern/s. The

sedimentary waves do not show any signifieant geometrieal ehanges and lateral

sedimentation rate variations still exist, but are not very pronouneed.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison ofmodel results (solid line), max-min-ratio ofneighboring
zones of maximum and minimum sedimentation rate (dashed lines) at three different
positions, and critical distance of deposition in the vicinity of a seamount (named as
CDoD, dash-dotted line). The different amplitudes ofthe max-min-ratio reflect the
dependence on local topography of this parameter.
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~ 600 ka - 350 ka (Unit II): This again is a phase of increased bottom current

activity. While it is not possible, to describe exactly what happens to the waves at

exposed locations, because the changes of sedimentation patterns here are quite

complex (Fig. 3.2), the variations of lateral sedimentation rates suggest another

increase in current velocity. This becomes particularly obvious in Figure 3.4, which

shows a strong retreat of the reflectors from the seamount. At the end of Unit II the

buildup of new waves at several positions with wavelengths of 500 - 600 meters

marks the most recent stable situation and suggests slightly lower mean current

velocities of~ 3 - 4 crn/s.

350 ka - recent (Unit I): The most recent time of wave existence was a quiet phase

regarding the time scales necessary for changes in mudwave parameters. From the

model point ofview mean current velocities do not exceed 4 cm/s. However, lateral

sedimentation rate distributions suggest higher current velocities (Fig. 3.1 0), as

corresponding variations still exist and especially the critical distance of deposition

remains high in Figure 3.4. This discrepancy may be explained by the increasing

influence of the northern hemisphere glaciation which causes cyclic waxing and

waning of NADW production and AABW production, respectively. The

fluctuations in deep water production may weIl result in significant fluctuations in

bottom current velocities in the study area with increased activity in glacials and

decreased activity in interglacials. This in turn may cause the observed variation in

sedimentation rates. In contrast, the temporal resolution of palaeoceanographic

changes in the sedimentary wave geometry is not sufficient to resolve glacial

cycles, as sedimentation rates are generally low. If changes in bottom current

velocities remain inside the existence interval and therefore no wave destruction

occurs, they can not be derived with the help of the model here. Hence a current

velocity varying between ~ 3 and ~ 8 cm/s is presumed for this period.
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4 Mudwaves on the western flank of the Zapiola Drift, Argentine Basin

- Evidence for variations in Late Quaternary bottom flow activity

H. v. Lom, V. Spieß and V. Hopfauf

4.1 Abstract

The extensive fields of deep basin mudwaves, whieh drape the flanks of the Zapiola

Drift in the eentral Argentine Basin, provide a reeord of the long term stability of bottom

water flow patterns. Combining observations from a dense grid of high resolution narrow

beam eehosounder data with results of wave growth modeling eonfirms that a southward

oriented eurrent is responsible für the wave geometry at the western flank of the drift. This

flow seems to be the western part of a eyclonie gyre, whieh is eentered around the Zapiola

Drift. The regional variation of aeeumulation rates suggests that the flow veloeity

gradually deereases upslope the drift flank. To the north east of the erest, flow veloeities

inerease again, eausing a southwestward migration of the erest itself. Changes in the

internal geometry of the mudwaves show evidenee for eyclie variations in flow intensity

during the last 100 ky. Flow was intensified in the Holoeene and from 40 to 25 ka. Periods

of weaker eurrent aetivity oeeurred from 25 to 10 ka and from 100 to 40 ka. The

assoeiated veloeities fluetuate between 10 and 20 ern/s, eausing erosion, non-deposition

and deposition on the less depositional wave flanks.

4.2 Introduction

Sedimentation in the Argentine Basin is mainly influenced by deep water current

systems. Especially the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), which is spreading below

3800 - 4000 m (Reid, 1989), eontrols the deposition of particles in the eentral basin.

AABW enters the Argentine Basin from the south through the Falkland gaps (Le Pichon et

al., 1971a) and around the Falkland Plateau in the east (Wüst, 1957, Le Pichon et al.,

1971a), turns westward and passes the Falkland Escarpment until it turns to the north at

the Argentine continental margin. AABW flow continues as an intensified western

boundary current to the north along the continental margin and penetrates to some extent

the Brazil Basin through the Vema Charmel (Hogg et al., 1982, Speer and Zenk, 1993) and
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the Hunter Channe1 (Speer et al., 1992). According to Reids (1989, 1996) geostrophic

calculations a significant part of AABW turns eastward at the Rio Grande Rise and back

southwards at the Mid At1antic Ridge, fonning a basin wide deep water anticyc10nic gyre

in the Argentine Basin (Fig. 4.1a).

However, the presence of huge drift deposits with sediment thickness exceeding 2 - 3

km in the centra1 basin (Ewing, 1971) suggest a more comp1ex pattern of deep water

circulation in the Argentine Basin. This circu1ation is still poorly known. ShOli term direct

current meter measurements were dep10yed by Le Pichon et al. (1971 b) and Reid et al.

(1977) at severa1 locations in the basin. Long term direct current measurements (12 - 18

month) are avai1ab1e for the Vema Channe1 passage (Hogg et al., 1982) and for some

10cations on the Argentine continental margin and on the northern flank of the Zapiola

drift (Weatherly, 1993). Basin wide studies have been performed by Ledbetter (1986),

who used sediment partic1e size distributions in core top sampIes as a proxy for bottom

current activity. Flood and Shor (1988) ana1yzed an extensive set of bottom photographs

taken throughout the Argentine Basin to derive bottom current directions and intensities.

They suggest a secondary cyc10nic gyre, centered around the Zapiola Drift comp1ex at

45° S, which imp1ies an eastward oriented counter current along the southern flank of the

Zapio1a drift (Fig. 4.1a). Recent studies on AABW CFC-distribution (chlorofluorocarbon,

CFC) seem to confirm the existence of this cyc10nic gyre (Smythe-Wright and Boswell,

1998, Orsi et al., 1999).

4.2.1 Argentine Basin mudwaves and the project MUDWAVES

The drift deposits in the Argentine Basin are known to be draped by the 1argest

mudwaves of the world. Mudwaves are nearly sinusoidal, though in the Argentine Basin

often asymmetrieal, sedimentary structures, which are thought to deve10p under the

influence of bottom current activity. Typical mudwave heights in the deep basin are 25 to

30 m at wave 1engths of 5 to 6 km (Klaus and Ledbetter, 1988, Flood and Shor, 1988), but

heights of up to 150 m and wave 1engths of up to 10 km have been observed (e.g. Fox et

al., 1968, Flood and Shor, 1988; Manley and Flood, 1993b). According to Klaus and

Ledbetter (1988), the area covered by mudwaves in the Argentine Basin extends to lxl06

km2
•
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Figure 4.1: a) General AABW flow patterns in the Argentine Basin after Reid (1989,
1996) (f) and after Flood and Shor (1988) (t). The extent of the mudwave coverage in
the deep basin is indicated by the wavy pattern (after Klaus and Ledbetter, 1988). The
exact location of the study area is denoted by the rectangle on the western Zapiola Drift,
locations ofproject MUDWAVES Sites 5 and 6 are also given. b) Enlarged view ofthe
study area with the cruise tracks ofMETEOR Cruises M29/1 (Segl et al., 1994) (long
dashed line) and M46/3 (Blei! et al., 2000) (solid line). Data sections presented in the
following figures are denoted by thicker lines and dashed rectangles. Bathymetry for a
and bis from Smith and Sandwell (1997).
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Mudwaves develop over long time scales. Seismic data from the Zapiola Drift have

shown mudwave activity down to 0.4 to 0.5 s TWT below the seafloor (Flood et al.,

1993). Mudwaves therefore do not reflect short term variations in bottom flow activity,

but provide information about the long term evolution of bottom flow patterns. In an

unique effort to better understand the processes, which cause the growth and development

of these bedforms, and their relationship to bottom near circulation patterns, a multi

disciplinary study was initiated in 1986 to visit several mudwave sites in the Argentine

Basin. During this study, the project MUDWAVES, waves at the northern (Site 5) and

southern (Site 6) flank of the Zapiola Drift and from the southern flank of the Ewing Drift

(Site 7) were mapped, using multiple acoustic systems (SeaBeam, 3.5 kHz echosounder,

watergun seismies), and sampled with piston, gravity and box cores (Manley and Flood,

1993a). Bottom photographs, long term current and transmissiometer measurements and

CTDs were used to improve insight in the modern oceanographic situation.

The results of project MUDWAVES could confirm the thesis of theoretical models,

which attribute the observed migration of the waves to across-wave variations in flow

velocity (Flood, 1988, Blumsack and Weatherly, 1989). Accumulation rates on the steeper

wave flanks are much higher than on the more gradual wave flank (Anderson et al, 1993,

Jones, 1994). This is also reflected in water content profiles across the waves (Flood et al.,

1993). Grain size analyses of samples from both wave flanks gives also direct evidence of

higher flow velocities over the less-depositional, more gradual wave flank (Ledbetter,

1993).

The existence of a dense net of high quality narrow beam echosounder data on the

westernmost end of the Zapiola Drift (Fig. 4.1 b), collected with RN Meteor in 1994 (Segl

et al., 1994) and 2000 (Bleil et al., 2000) now allows a detailed insight into the internal

structure of the mudwaves. Past changes in the wave symrnetry are attributed to variations

in long term bottom flow activity. In combination with a recently developed extended

mudwave model (Hop/aufand Spieß, 2000), these changes are analyzed to obtain c1ues on

the late Quaternary history of the deep Argentine Basin circulation. The location of the

study area also provides the possibility to investigate the processes, which occur at the

borders of the mudwave field, in particular at the drift crest.
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4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Acoustics

Echosounder data were recorded using a Parasound echosounder system (Grant and

Schreiber, 1990). The system was operated at a signal frequency of 4 kHz. Henceforth it

reaches a penetration depth, which is comparable to a conventional 3.5 kHz echosounder,

but vertical resolution is enhanced because of a broader signal bandwidth. Compared to

conventional systems horizontal resolution is also improved due to the beam width of only

4° , i. e. ~7 % ofthe water depth. This results in a footprint of only ~ 350 - 420 m in the

study area. Consequently the effect of side echoes is minimized, which is especially

important at a rough or undulating seafloor topography.

To obtain along-track bathymetry information, a Hydrosweep swath sonar (Grant and

Schreiber, 1990) was used with a swath width of 90°. The system is operated at a signal

frequency of 15.5 kHz. Through active beam forming the swath is divided into 59 beams

with an aperture of 2.5° each. Hence the Hydrosweep system provides bathymetry

information on a stripe, which is twice the water depth in width, corresponding to up to

12000 m in the study area.

Both acoustic systems are roll, heave and pitch corrected to ensure a fixed reference

plane and a vertical sound emission. However, it has to be noted, that in particular the

quality of the Hydrosweep data suffered in rough sea from its mount position in the ships

hull of R/V Meteor and good quality swath sonar data are only available on a limited

number of profiles.

The Parasound data were digitally recorded using the ParaDigMA system (Spieß, 1993)

and stored for further processing in a compressed SEGY format. After applying a

bandpass filter with a pass band of 2.0 to 6.0 kHz to reduce high frequency electronic and

low frequency acoustic noise, the data were displayed using a grayscale presentation. For

interpretation, distinct reflectors were picked and manually traced along the profiles.

Hydrosweep data were processed using the public domain software packages

Multibeam (MB) (Caress and Chayes, 1996) and GMT (Wessei and Smith, 1995). The

data were carefully edited to remove erroneous soundings (mbedit, MB). A spline gridding

algorithm (mbgrid, MB) was used to grid the data onto a regular mesh. Gridded data were

further filtered using a Gaussian weighted mean filter (grdfilter, GMT) with a filter width

of 4 km to reduce high frequency gridding noise and to emphasize the mudwave

topography.
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A similar processing was carried out on traced reflectors to obtain contour plots of

sediment thickness in the study area. The reflector depth values were resampled on a

regular mesh using a mean filter of 180 m width (blockmean, GMT). The resulting mesh,

however, contains data values only at nodes which are dose to the profile. Therefore the

mesh was gridded with a spline algorithm (surface, GMT) to fill the gaps. Finally, the

mesh was filtered with a Gaussian weighted mean filter (grdfilter, GMT) of 4 km width.

Because the gaps between the profiles are partially wider than a mudwave length, display

and eontouring ofthe mesh is restrieted to a 'stripe of eonfidenee' along the profiles. This

means that only mesh nodes, which are not further away than 5 km from profile data, are

eonsidered eonfidential.

4.3.2 Stratigraphy

Stratigraphie information on the sediments of Argentine Basin drifts is very sparse.

Uranium-series analysis e10Pb and 230Th), performed by Anderson et al. (1993) on project

MUDWAVES Sites 5 and 6, revealed high differences between sediment ages on both

wave flanks. These differences could be eonfirmed by 14C-datings (Jones, 1994) on the

same locations. However, these measurements were earried out on box core sampies and

therefore are restricted to the upper 50 em of the sediment eolumn. Jones (1994) also

performed AMS)4C-datings on four piston eores from opposite wave flanks at projeet

MUDWAVES Sites 5 and 6, respectively. His results suggested aeeumulation rates of 30

to 100 emlky for the depositional wave flank. At the opposite wave flank, accumulation

rates varied from 2 - 10 emlky. Flood et al. (1993) and Ledbetter (1993) used an

estimated linear aeeumulation rate of ~30 - 40 cmlky on the depositional flank. This

estimation was based on the box core measurements mentioned above. Diatom

assemblages, complemented by magnetic data, were used by Manley and Flood (1993b) to

date sediments, retrieved by piston cores on a mudwave site on the southem Ewing drift.

Sedimentation rates here could be estimated to reach 100 cmlky on the depositional flank.

The dating of drift deposits is complicated by the composition of the sediments. They

are thought to be a mixture of reworked material from the continental margin, river load,

imported material from the Southem Ocean and pe1agic biogenie material, originating

more or less in place at the sea surface. Eddies and the associated benthic storms are

known to be frequent phenomena along the Argentine continental margin and especially in

the region ofthe Brazil / Malvinas confluence (Cheney et al., 1983, Provost and Le Traon,

1993, Fu, 1996). Benthic storms may stir up deposited material (Gardner and Sullivan,
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1981, Hollister and McCave, 1984), which in turn is transported by bottom currents and

deposited in the quieter regions ofthe central basin (Flood and Shor, 1988). Additionally,

gravity transport down the steep Argentine continental slope will put already deposited

material back to suspension and redistribute it (e.g. Balsam and Wolhart, 1993). Material

from the Southern Ocean is known to be imported by the AABW and transported over

long distances (e.g. Jones and Johnson, 1984). Surface plankton blooms, observable by

satellites, may considerably contribute organic matter to the drift sediments (Richardson

et ai., 1993). Finally, material in the wave field may be reworked by local erosion and

deposited elsewhere in the wave field. Discrepancies in ages estimated by Anderson et ai.

(1993) and Johnson (1994) have mostly been contributed to this problem (Anderson et

al., 1993).

Due to a lack of age determinations in the vicinity of our study area, we use the

estimation of Flood et al. (1993), which was derived in the same depositional

environment but some 150 km apart, and extrapolate ages linear to greater depths. We are

aware, that this approach implies some inaccuracies, particularly because the high

variability of accumulation rates in the working area makes the lateral position of the

dated sampies an important factor for estimated sedimentation rates. However, the general

observations made below remain valid on a relative time seale and the diseussed

implieations on palaeoflow history fit wen with results derived at other loeations in the

mudwave area (Ledbetter, 1993).

4.3.3 Modelling

To model the growth and migration ofthe mudwaves, we use the model of Hopfaufand

Spieß (2000). The model takes into aeeount the water depth at the speeifie mudwave site,

the geographie latitude, the wave length, the wave height and the strike direetion of the

waves and ealculates the disturbed veloeity field of a given bottom eurrent, whieh flows

over the sinusoidal seafloor topography. It extends existing models of Flood (1988), and

Blumsack and Weatherly (1989) in using the full three-dimensional eoriolis veetor. This

allows eonsideration of the absolute wave strike direetion and absolute flow direetion. The

ealculated disturbed veloeity field ean then be used to estimate a sedimentation rate

distribution aeross the waves and in turn to prediet wave migration and growth (see

Hopfaufand Spieß, 2000, for details of model analysis).

The modeling of mudwave evolution has shown, that it is diffieult to explain the onset

of mudwave growth. The initial topography of the seafloor in eombination with a steady
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mean bottom flow controls wave length and wave strike direction of initially created

waves, but these starting parameters are usually hard to determine and the interaction

between seafloor and bottom flow is arbitrarily complex. A possible mechanism far the

onset of a mudwave field was proposed by Hopfauf and Spieß (2000) based on an initial

topography of a linear elongated obstacle.

In contrast, if a mudwave field and hence a regular sinusoidal seafloor topography

already exist, the reactions of a stratified bottom flow on the topography can be modeled

with a linear model approach. Corresponding calculations show that a sinusoidal

topography on the seafloor causes periodic perturbations in the bottom flow velocity field,

which in turn influence the depositional behavior of particles in the water column.

Particles will tend to deposit at locations where the flow velocity is reduced, compared to

locations where flow velocity is increased. This process of preferential deposition (Flood,

1988), causes the growth or migration of mudwaves. The term 'deposition', though, is

slightly misleading, as it suggests atme deposition of particles. The sign of the

'deposition' may weIl become negative, hence effectively describing erosion, if boundary

conditions as suspension composition, mean flow velocity and associated perturbation

amplitudes are appropriate. The location of maxima and minima of flow velocity in the

disturbed velocity field is controlled and stabilized by the initial sinusoidal top0 graphy.

Therefore changes in the mean flow parameters, strength and direction, cannot change the

general mudwave geometry, i.e. the wave length and strike direction, but may result in

changes in migration rate and growth rate of the waves. However, model results also

showed that the disturbances in the velocity field are small compared to the mean flow

velocity. Changes in mudwave geometry caused by changes in growth and migration rate

will therefore usually be superimposed by the much stronger effects of mean flow increase

or decrease.

4.4 Data

The bathymetry in the study area is characterized by a smoothly ascending slope from

the main pathway of AABW in the south-west to the drift crest (Fig. 4.2a). Mudwaves

here have a wave length of - 5 km and a height of 25 to 30 m, which is typical for

Argentine Basin mudwaves (Klaus and Ledbetter, 1988, Flood and Shor, 1988). The

general observed strike direction ofthe waves could is - 135°, although towards the north

east the direction changes to -160° (Fig. 4.2b).
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Figure 4.2: High resolution seafloor topography. a) Topography derived from Parasound
data. b) Topography derived frorn Hydrosweep data.
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It should be noted, that the bathymetry presented in Figure 4.2a is obtained by

interpolation between single echosounder profiles. The line spacing, however, is

sufficiently small to identify the mudwaves and to allow apreeise determination of their

strike direction. The comparison to good quality swath sonar data (Fig. 4.2b) confirms the

observations.

The drift crest at the western Zapiola Drift separates two different depositional regimes.

To the south, weIl developed mudwaves exist, whereas in the north waves become

increasingly smaller and finally disappear. A distinct step in seafloor topography, caused

by erosion or sediment slide, is located ~20 km north-east of the crest. Here older and

buried mudwaves are cut off.

The data coverage in the study area therefore allows both an analysis of mudwave

evolution, and an investigation of processes, which occur at the upper and lower water

depth limit of the mudwave field.

A typical echosounder line from the center of the study area is shown in Figure 4.3a

(see Figure 4.1 b for reference). This profile is oriented nearly perpendicular to the strike

direction of the waves and therefore shows wave length and migration directions not

distorted. As described already by Flood and Shor (1988), Klaus and Ledbetter, (1988),

and Flood et al. (1993) for other sites on the Zapiola Drift, the waves show an asymmetrie

morphology with one flank accumulating most of the deposited material (further on

referred to as depositional flank), and the other flank accumulating significantly less

material or even being eroded (further on referred to as less-depositional flank). The

resulting migration direction of the wave crests is oriented upslope towards the crest of the

sediment drift.

Examination of the internal structure and acoustic facies of the waves reveals six

different acoustic facies types within penetration depth of the echosounder signal. These

units differ in reflection strength or in wave asymmetry, i.e. in the sedimentation rate ratio

(SRR) on both wave flanks, or both, respectively. The uppermost acoustical Unit I is

characterized by a comparably high reflectivity and a high SRR. Beneath this unit,

reflectivity in Unit II as weIl as the SRR is significantly reduced. Unit III resembles Unit I

in reflectivity and SRR, while sediments in Unit IV show a lower reflectivity and the SRR

is small. The boundary between Units IV and V is marked by a very pronounced reflector,

which can easily be recognized all over the study area. Deposition of Unit V occurred

nearly symmetrically on both wave flanks and reveal a low reflectivity. The deepest Unit

VI shows again an increased SRR. However, the boundary between Unit land Unit II is
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difficult to detect towards the deeper and upper limits of the wave field. Towards the drift

crest, reflectivity in Unit II increases, making the position of the boundary indistinct,

towards the deeper basin, sediment thickness in Unit I is strongly diminished.

The SRR, as weIl as the overall sedimentation rate are not equally distributed

throughout the wave field. This is demonstrated particularly for Unit IV by shifting the

seismogram delay to obtain an approximately flat boundary between Units IV and V (Fig.

4.3b). The thickness of Unit IV, which appears as a transparent band in this laterally

condensed presentation, increases by a factor of 2 towards the drift crest. The sinusoidal

'topography' of the flattened section reflects the preferential partide deposition on the

upslope wave flanks (maxima) and reduced deposition on the downslope wave flanks

(minima).

This presentation is also useful to distinguish between erosion and non-deposition (Fig.

4.4). If the current velocity gradually varies such that it causes a shift from deposition to

non-deposition, one would expect bended reflectors, which converge smoothly towards

the point of minimum deposition (Fig. 4.4a). In contrast, if the current velocity locally

exceeds the critical value, at which erosion occurs, the result would be a steplike break of

the reflectors in a flattened section (Fig. 4.4b). According to this assignment, intervals of

erosion, non-deposition or deposition in Unit IV vary along the profile. Erosion occurred

on downslope wave flanks in the southwestem part of the profile, while in the central part

non-deposition prevails. Towards the drift crest, material is also deposited on downslope

wave flanks.

Sedimentation rates decrease continuously across and to the north-east of the drift crest.

A dose-up Parasound section (Fig. 4.5) also reveals decreasing wave heights. At some

point on the north-eastem flank of the crest waves vanish completely. 50 m below the

crest, a 5 km wide platform with a highly reflective top layer outcrops the drift flank. This

platform has a wavy topography and the corresponding subbottom reflectors as weIl show

an undulating mudwave topography. The platform is cut by a 40 m high steep break,

which also cuts the underlying reflectors. Further north, signal penetration is limited to

only a few meters and the seafloor is characterized by many overlapping hyperbolae. As

an effect of the reduced sedimentation rates on the north eastem drift flank, the drift crest

itself migrates to the south west, as is indicated by the thick line.
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Figure 4.3: Parasound section recorded perpendicular to the wave strike direction in the
central part ofthe wave field. a) short partial section. Thick lines trace the wave crest
migration. Distinction in acoustic Units is indicated for one ofthe waves. b) Lateral
condensed section, flattened to the boundary between Unit IV and V. The remaining
undulations in the flattened reflector result from inaccuracies in manual reflector tracing.
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a)
Nondeposition

b)
Erosion

Break

~~4
Figure 4.4: Different appearance of non-deposition and erosion in a flattened section.
Top sketches show true sedimentation processes, bottom sketches show the resulting
flattened reproduction.
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Figure 4.5: Parasound section across the drift crest. Note the older, buried waves, which
outcrop on the north eastern drift flank 50 m below the crest. The crest appears to migrate
to the south west.
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Towards the deeper limit of the wave field (Fig. 4.6), which is here at 5625 m water

depth, wave heights also decrease. At greater water depths reflectors appear parallel

stratified, but partially show a small-scale roughness. An acoustically transparent layer of

5 to 8 m thickness is found on top on a length of ~35 km, where stratified sediments are

present elsewhere. The wave field boundary seems to be stationary in time, at least within

the signal penetration depth.

To examine the spatial variation of sedimentation rates throughout the study area, we

traced the boundaries between the different sedimentary units (see Figure 4.3) along all

available echosounder profiles. The calculated and interpolated thickness of each unit is

given as a shaded image in Figure 4.7. The boundary between Units land II, however,

could not be traced all over the study area because sediment coverage in Unit I is often

very thin. Therefore sediment distribution in Unit land II is comprised in a single figure.

Sediment thickness increases towards the drift crest. This trend not only occurs in Unit

IV, as shown already in Figure 4.3b, but is a general property of all four units. A similar,

but less pronounced trend can be recognized in a direction parallel to the drift crest where

the sediment thickness moderately decreases with increasing water depth. Mudwaves still

show up as linear elongated features at the south-western drift flank. This is a result of the

asymmetrie sediment deposition on upslope and downslope wave flanks. Hence the waves

appear more prominent in Units I to III, where migration rate and corresponding wave

asymmetry are higher than in Units IV and V.

4.5 Model Results

We use in this study the model of Hopfaufand Spieß (2000), described above, to obtain

clues on the bottom flow pattern in the study area. General model parameters were chosen

as follows: a water depth of 5300 m, a latitude of 45° S, a strike direction of 135° and a

wave length of 5 km. This is typical for the mudwaves in the study area, because the

model is not very sensitive to minor changes to these parameters. The mean bottom

current velocity vector was split into its components normal to and along the wave crests,

Uo and Vo, respectively. Both components were varied from -20 to 20 cm/s to simulate all

possible bottom current directions and strengths within the given interval.
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Figure 4.6: Parasound section across the deep border ofthe mudwave field. Acoustic Unit
I could not be traced separately to this depth because sedimentation rates drop below the
vertical resolution. Hence Unit I is denoted together with Unit II here. Classification in
units is shown in the north east of the profile.
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Figure 4.7: Lateral distribution of accumulation rates for the different acoustic units.
White zones in the southwestern lines ofUnit I, Unit II and Unit III could not be traced,
because no sediment is deposited on downslope oriented wave flanks. The bathymetry
lines are taken from Figure 4.2a.
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The resulting distribution of wave migration rate and growth rate is presented in Figure

4.8. The graphs are oriented parallel to the true strike direction of the waves. Gray shaded

regions show combinations of Ua and Va, which support a mudwave development as is

observed in the study area, i.e. a positive growth rate (Fig. 4.8a) and an upslope migration

(Fig. 4.8b). Positive growth rate means, that sedimentation rates are higher on the wave

crests, than in the wave troughs, while upslope migration means, that sedimentation rates

are higher on the upslope facing wave flanks than on the downslope facing flanks. Note

also, that upslope migration implies a negative (upstream) migration rate for Ua oriented

to south west and, vice versa, a positive (downstream) migration rate for Ua oriented to the

north east. At a south-westward oriented Ua of ~ 8 - 10 cm/s the model has a singularity,

which causes growth and migration rates to reach extreme values, but is also associated

with an abrupt transition to wave destruction for lower or higher values ofUa, respectively

(Fig. 4.8a).

Model results predict a growth of mudwaves only for a very restricted range of flow

vectors. In contrast, upslope migration is a wave property, which would occur under very

variable flow conditions. To facilitate interpretation, we combined both model results in a

single graph (Fig. 4.9). Shades of gray now still are a measure of upslope migration rate,

but only displayed, where a positive growth rate prevents destruction of the waves. This

further narrows the range of mean velocity vectors, which support the observed wave

development. In general, only two different flow constellations are predicted.

A mainly southward oriented current would require mean velocities varying from

10 to 20 cm/s to maintain the existing wave field. The broad velocity interval and

the tolerance against moderate changes of the flow direction make this solution

very stable.

A mainly eastward oriented flow with velocities of about 12 to 16 cm/s would

result in a downstream migration of the waves and therefore produce similar

sedimentary patterns. However, the velocity interval is much narrower than is

predicted for a southward flow and migration rates are small.
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of a) growth rate and b) migration rate as predicted from model
analysis. Isolines may be seen as qualitative measure for the rates. Dashed lines are given
for negative rates, solid lines for positive rates, respectively. However, the sign of
migration rates has to be interpreted relative to the direction ofUo (see text for details).
Shades of gray mark areas, which support the observed mudwave development, non
supporting areas were left blank.
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Figure 4.9: Combination of growth rate and migration rate. Shaded are regions, which
support wave growthAND upslope migration. Shades of gray give the value ofthe
migration rate.
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Figure 4.10: General trend offlow speed across the drift flank as estimated from the
distribution of accumulation rates.
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4.6 Discussion

The concept of preferential deposition is the basis of all interpretations of current

related deposition patterns. It assumes that the settling of particles form the water column

is controlled by the bottom flow velocity and the composition of the suspension load.

Therefore spatial or temporal variations in accumulation rate may be attributed to spatial

or temporal fluctuations in bottom flow velocity, if the sediment composition remains

homogenous. This concept may be applied on small scales as the development of

mudwaves described above, as well as on large scales as the growth of drift deposits. The

lateral distribution of accumulation rates on the westernmost flank of the Zapiola Drift

(Fig. 4.7) with increasing sediment thickness from the deep basin towards the drift crest

therefore suggests a parallel gradual decrease of bottom flow velocities (Fig. 4.10). At and

to the north east of the crest sediments show a transition from reduced deposition to non

deposition and finally even to erosion (Fig. 4.5), which may be interpreted with a

corresponding increase in flow velocities on a short distance. This general trend may be

traced back in time at least for the last 100 ky without significant variations. To quantify

these observations and to obtain clues on the bottom flow strengths and directions and

their variations in the past we propose a careful investigation of model results and

comparison with observed changes in mudwave geometry.

Although model results suggest, that an eastward oriented flow cannot be completely

excluded, the broad variability and higher migration and growth rate favor a southward

flow to interact with the observed mudwave topography (Fig. 4.9). This is in close

agreement with the bottom flow pattern of Flood and Shor (1988), who proposed a

cyclonic gyre, centered around the Zapiola drift (Fig. 4.1a). This gyre will require a

southward oriented branch at its western end, where oUf study area is located. Model

velocities of 10 to 20 cm/s are confirmed by direct current measurements from the

northern flank of the Zapiola drift (Site 5 of project MUDWAVES, see Fig. 4.1a), which

yielded mean current velocities of 10 - 15 cm/s (Weatherly, 1993).

At the drift crest an increase in flow intensity can be inferred from the decreasing

accumulation rates. In parallel the mudwaves decrease in height and vanish completely on

a short lateral distance (Fig. 4.5). The observed effect agrees with oUf model results,

which predict a decreasing growth rate for increasing flow speeds (Fig. 4.8a). This process

may be further promoted by a clockwise turn of the flow direction to the north of the crest.
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However, the flow along or over the crest may cause complex flow patterns, probably

induding turbulence. Based on our knowledge and data we cannot distinguish these

conditions.

Similar effects may control the position of the deeper limit of the wave field (Fig. 4.6).

An increase in current velocity beyond a critical value may be the cause for the absence of

mudwaves in deeper regions. Model results show that also a decrease in current velocity

would have this same effect, but a decrease is not likely, as the distribution of

accumulation rates shows (Fig. 4.7). The cyclonic gyre, centered around the drift,

however, also supports other explanations. It is known that the main flow path of AABW

follows the Falkland escarpment westward and then turns northward along the Argentine

continental margin. There must therefore exist a transition zone between this flow path

and the opposite oriented cyclonic gyre. This transition zone will be highly turbulent, due

to the high flow velocities of the involved water masses and this turbulence will most

certainly not support the development of mudwaves. The situation is further complicated

by the frequent occurrence of benthic storms, which are associated with eddies, travelling

along the continental margin. We therefore suggest, that the area upslope of the deeper

limit of the mudwave field marks the beginning of a more stable central part of the

cydonic gyre, which is not, or very sparsely, affected by the main flow path turbulence.

The recent history of the waves shows significantly increased SRRs in Units I, III, and

VI, while deposition was more symmetrical in Units II, IV and V. The periods with an

increased SRR may be explained by higher mean flow velocities, but model results show

that an anti-clockwise turn in flow direction mayaiso be a possible cause. Generally,

velocity perturbations are small compared to the mean flow, except in vicinity of the

model singularity (Fig. 4.8). A turn in current direction might move the current vector

dose to the singularity and migration and growth rate would increase significantly.

However, growth rate and migration rate show a similar trend (Figs. 4.8a and 4.8b). As

they represent phase components of the same sedimentation rate distribution across a

mudwave, the net effect of growth and migration results from superposition of both.

Therefore it is difficult to directly derive true migration rates from the model results.

Furthermore, the region of increased growth and migration rate near the singularity is

quite narrow and would require an extremely stable flow situation to influence the wave

geometry. We therefore assume increased flow velocities as the cause for the observed

higher SRRs. This interpretation is also in agreement with the assumption of a decrease in

flow velocity from the deep basin towards the drift crest, proposed above, because in
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parallel to the increase in overall accumulation rate a shift from erosion through non

deposition to deposition on the downslope oriented wave flanks is observed on the drift

flank (Fig. 4.3b).

Based on an estimated linear aceumulation rate of 30 - 40 crn/ky we porpose a

moderate to fast flow veloeity of ~ 15 crn/s for the time before 100 ka, followed by a

more quiet period with flow veloeities of 10 - 15 ern/s. During this period, mudwaves

grew nearly symmetrieal and wave erest migration was diminished. At an interpolated age

of 40 to 45 ka the bottom flow intensified to mean flow veloeities of 15 - 20 ern/s, eausing

high wave crest migration rates and partial erosion on downslope facing wave flanks of

deeper located waves. Aperiod of weaker bottom flow, probably also with speeds of 10 

15 ern/s oeeurred from 25 to 10 ka. In the Holoeene, bottom eurrents inereased again to up

to 15 - 20 ern/s. Evidenee for similar flow variations was also given by Ledbetter (1993)

at projeet MUDWAVES Sites 5 and 6 for the last 40 ky based on grain size analyses. He

predicted aperiod ofhigher flow veloeity for the time periods from 37 to 22 ka and from 4

to 2.5 ka. Given the uneertainties in both age estimates, the results show a eonsiderable

agreement.

Finally we eonclude that model results and internal wave geometry show that the

cyclonie gyre, whieh was proposed by Flood and Shor (1988), is an exeeptionally steady

feature of the deep Argentine Basin circulation and lasted with flow speeds of 10 to 20

ern/s at least for the last 100'000 years.

4.7 Conclusions

A dense grid of high resolution narrow beam echosounder data was collected in a

mudwave field on the western flank of the Zapiola drift in the Argentine Basin. The

combination of an analysis of observed mudwave properties and general depositional

patterns on the one hand and mudwave modeling on the other, yielded the following

results:

mudwave evolution of the last 100 ky is eontrolled by a southward flow with

ve10cities ranging from 10 - 20 ern/s, in agreement with known oceanography.

the flow intensity varies aeross the drift flank, decreasing in upslope direetion.

to the north-east of the crest, flow veloeities increase, eausing non-deposition and

erosion and thereby shifting the drift erest to the south-west.
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the deeper depth limit of the wave field probably marks the boundary between the

southward flow on the drift flank and the northward flow of AABW along the

continental margin.

geometrie variations in the internal mudwave structure suggest variations in late

Quaternary bottom flow activity, which agree with results obtained with grain size

analyses (Ledbetter, 1993).
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5 Summary and perspectives

During several crmses of the German Special Research Project 261 - The South

Atlantic in the late Quaternary - to the South Atlantic Ocean, high resolution narrow beam

echosounder data revealed sinusoidal structures in deep sea sediments, which showed a

conspicuous spatial regularity over large areas in conjunction with pronounced internal

layering. They were observed both in the Southeastern and in the Southwestern Atlantic

Ocean, and specifically investigated in this study on the Namibian continental margin as

weIl as in the central Argentine Basin

On the Namibian continental margin they are restricted to a sharply defined depth

interval of 1200 to 1800 m and extend from the eastern Walvis Ridge at 19° 30' S to 22° S

along the continental slope. With heights of 5 to 8 m and wave lengths of 300 to 700 m the

waves are close to the resolution properties of surface based echosounder systems and a

careful analysis of all geometrical properties is required to determine their origin. By

means of a specialized data processing of available swath sonar data it can be

demonstrated, that the observed structures are linear elongated and strike in downslope

direction. This suggests, that any kind of gravitational sediment transport mechanisms or

deformation mechanisms can be excluded for having created the waves.

The sinusoidal structures are therefore interpreted as sedimentary waves, which

originated under the influence of a contour current, passing the Walvis Ridge in the depth

interval of the wave field. This interpretation is confirmed by an echosounder profile,

which crosses the wave field in downslope direction and reveals significantly reduced

accumulation rates in the area covered by waves. The known oceanography of this region,

complemented by a long term direct current measurement, suggest that the contour current

is formed by southward spreading Upper North Atlantic Deep Water (UNADW) and

Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW).

The internal structure of the waves shows evidence for fluctuations in bottom flow

intensity through geologic time. Two transition zones can be recognized, where the waves

at exposed locations change their wave length, starting with values of 300 m, then

switching to longer waves of 700 m and finally ending at a wave length of 500 m. The

change in wave length seems to occur quite abrupt. Older waves are completely destroyed

and waves with a different wave length are build upon them. To obtain qualitative and
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quantitative information about the history of the contour current, two separate approaches

were pursued.

An extended model of mudwave growth (Hopfauf and Spieß, 2000) was applied to the

data to quantify palaeoflow intensities. As this model (and other models as well, see

Flood, 1988, Blumsack and Weatherly, 1989) predicts that an existing wave topography

stabilizes the bottom flow velocity field, such that waves may change migration or growth

rate, but not wave length and strike direction, the observed change in wave length suggests

a pulsed intensification of the bottom flow, causing complete wave destruction. In

contrast, periods of continuous wave growth are interpreted as phases of moderate to low,

though very steady, flow velocities.

Spatial variations in accumulation rates can also be used as qualitative measures for

bottom flow activity. Such variations occur on short distances of only a few tens of

kilometers in the study area. They are assumed to be caused by variations in flow velocity

related to the local topography (e.g. small seamounts). The ratio ofmaximum to minimum

accumulation rate at two neighboring sites of varying accumulation rate was found to

increase at the same time as mudwaves are destroyed at other locations. Another

qualitative indicator for palaeoflow variations is derived in the vicinity of a seamount,

where a transition from deposition through erosion is observed. The critical distance of

deposition, i.e. the point, where non-deposition or erosion changes to deposition on the

approach to the seamount, also reflects the intensity of the bottom flow.

Comparison of both the two qualitative flow indicators and the quantitative model

results show elose agreement in the derived palaeoflow history on the Walvis Ridge.

Temporal resolution, however, is reduced due to low sedimentation rates in the wave field.

Mudwave onset started at approximately 5 Ma with moderate flow velocities of only 2 to

3 crn/s, probably accompanying the evolving stratification of the Atlantic Ocean (e.g.

Woodruff & Savin, 1989). Flow intensity is suggested to slowly increase until at ~1.9 Ma

existing mudwaves are destroyed. This event probably requires current velocities

exceeding 10 to 15 crn/s. Afterwards, flow activity decreases gradually until at ~ 600 ka

another peak in current velocity is reached. For the most recent history of the last 350 ky,

however, a discrepancy in the model results, which predict reduced flow activity and the

qualitative indicators, which suggest a significant increase in flow activity, shows the

different resolution properties of the two approaches. As long as the mean flow velocity

varies in a specific range and sedimentary waves do not reflect these variations, they
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eannot be resolved with modeling. In eontrast, these variations may be suffieient to show

up in loeal fluetuations of aeeumulation rates.

While sedimentary waves on the Namibian eontinental margin are hard to deteet with

surfaee based eehosounder systems, mudwaves on the Zapiola Drift in the Argentine

Basin, represent the upper end of known sedimentary wave sizes. The waves, whieh were

studied here, are loeated on the western flank of the Zapiola Drift and reaeh heights of 25

to 30 m at wave lengths of ~5 km. Eehosounder data reveal that the waves migrate

upslope towards the drift erest by aeeumulating signifieantly more material on the upslope

than on the downslope oriented wave flank.

The overall lateral distribution of sedimentation rates suggests a gradual deerease of

flow veloeities from the deeper parts of the basin towards the drift erest. However to the

north-east of the erest, flow velocity inereases again over a short distanee, eausing a

transition from deposition to non-deposition and eventually erOSIOn. The redueed

aeeumulation rates to the north-east of the erest eombined with a maximum in

aeeumulation rate to the south-west of the erest eauses a drift erest migration to the south

west.

The gradual trend in flow velocity, determined by observations ofthe aeeumulation rate

distribution, is eonfirmed by model results. The mudwaves, whieh cover the drift flank,

show a deereasing asymmetry from deep shaIlow, whieh ean be artributed to a parallel

deerease in flow velocity. The weIl resolved internal strueture of the waves allows a

detailed analysis of the model results for this loeation. Apredicted southward oriented

flow aeross the wave field eonfirms the observations of a eyclonie deep-water gyre, whieh

is eentered around the Zapiola Drift (e.g. Flood and Shor, 1988). Also in agreement with

measurements (Weatherly, 1993) are the predieted flow veloeities in the range of 10 - 20

ern/s. Estimates of past time variations in bortom flow velocity for the last 100 ky, based

on ehanges in the wave erest migration rates and a linear estimate of aeeumulation rate of

30 to 40 em/ky, suggest that bortom flow aetivity was inereased during the Holoeene as

weIl as from 40 ka to 25 ka with mean flow speeds of 15 to 20 ern/s.

The presented studies show that a physieal approach of modeling in eombination with a

eareful investigation of eurrent indueed bedforms may serve as a tool for the

reeonstruetion of bortom eurrent aetivity. Sedimentary waves with their well defined

geometry and their development over long time seales are appropriate eandidates for

modeling. In eombination with additional information as direet eurrent measurements and
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bottom photographs or simply plausibility considerations, the ambiguity of the model

results may be reduced and quantitative estimates of flow velocities are possible.

In contrast to direct measurements, which always describe the modern short term

circulation, sedimentary waves record long term changes in the mean bottom flow pattern.

Therefore the presented studies can also be seen as a new approach for the determination

ofpalaeoflow history, which complements existing methods as grain size analysis.
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Appendix: A threedimensional theory for the development and
migration of deep sea sedimentary waves

Vladimir Hopfauf and Volkhard Spieß, Deep-Sea Research Ir, in press.

Abstract

A perturbation model is presented for a velocity field of a bottom current flowing over a

sinusoidal topography or an obstacle. The model extends existing theory by taking into

account the three-dimensional Coriolis vector and an initial horizontal velocity vector at

any orientation. One possible mechanism of the development of sedimentary waves in

vicinity of an obstacle by an arbitrarily oriented initial horizontal current is analyzed in

detail. Space-stationary fluid particle oscillations are initiated on the downstream side of

an obstacle, which can result in sedimentary waves. The presented model shows that

their wavelength depends on latitude, water depth, obstacle width and orientation as weil

as the initial current direction and intensity.

The model defines intervals for current velocities normal to the wave crest, for which

the sedimentary waves grow (or are destroyed) or migrate in a certain direction.

Information derived from bathymetric and seismic surveys as wavelength, height,

orientation and migration direction of mudwaves can be used to calculate the velocity

component across the wave crest as weil as to estimate the current direction, as is

demonstrated for an example from the Argentine Basin (Project MUDWAVES, Site 5).

Introduction

Quasi-sinusoidal sedimentary waves of different size, characterized by wavelength

and height, are commonly observed wherever a transport of fine-grained sediments

occurs. We find examples in deserts, rivers and coastal environments. Abyssal

mudwaves are large-scale bed forms found in many ocean basins where deep currents

play an important role in sediment transport and deposition. These waves form in fine

grained sediments, and often develop on flanks of large sediment drifts [Fox et al. (1968),

Hollister et al. (1974), Flood (1988), Flood and Shor (1988)], along continental margins

[Jacobi et al. (1975)], and on the flanks of channel-Ievee systems caused by overflow of

turbiditic currents [Damuth (1979), Normark et al. (1980)]. The heights of these waves

range from less than 1 m to more than 100 m, whereas the wavelength ranges from

about 100 m up to -10 km. The waves can be identified in seismic profiles over significant
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sub-boUom depth ranges, suggesting that the waves have been built up and preserved

over very long time periods, on the order of several 10000 to 100000 years.

Mudwave crests are often oriented almost parallel to the regional bottom flow

direction and apparently migrate transverse to the boUom current (upstream) in an

upslope direction [Hollister et al. (1974), Jacobi et al. (1975)]. Downstream migration

direction has also been reported [Roberts and Kidd (1979)].

The behavior of sediment particles in the presence of bottom currents depends on the

physics of particle movement in fluids and on processes at the boundary layer between

sea-floor and water, and the velocity field as weil as boundary layer processes have an

influence on the sediment accumulation or the degree of erosion [McCave and Swift

(1976), Flood (1988)].

A basic theoretical approach to deal with the evolution of sedimentary waves was

developed by Queney (1947, 1948), who relates a fluid flow over an initial topography to

the presence of oscillations within the fluid column. The behavior of a stratified fluid

medium can be described on the basis of his perturbation model which was used to

determine the influence of topography (sinusoidal topography and elongated obstacle) on

atmospheric streams. Queney (1948) described different types of stationary "lee waves"

caused by an elongated obstacle. According to his model, the wavelengths of lee waves

depend either on the vertical-stream stratification (short stationary or gravity waves), or

on the Coriolis-parameter (gravity-inertia lee waves), or on the latitudinal variation of the

Coriolis-parameter (Iong geostrophic or Rossby lee waves). The direction of the

horizontal current is taken perpendicular to the obstacle crest and the Coriolis-parameter

represents the component of the Coriolis vector normal to the earth surface.

Early qualitative studies of the dynamics of deep-sea sedimentary waves [Normark et

al. (1980), Kolla et al. (1980)] make use of models developed for shallow water [Brooke

(1959), Kennedy (1963, 1969), Reynolds (1965), Fredsoe (1974), Hand (1974)], in which

only the gravity is taken into consideration and which therefore cannot be directly used for

the explanation of the origin and geometry of deep sea sedimentary waves.

Flood (1988) proposed a lee-wave model for deep-sea sinusoidal sedimentary waves

to describe the velocity field and sedimentation rates and to explain the upstream

migration direction. Blumsack and Weatherly (1989) derived a mechanism for

sedimentary wave growth which occurs at certain angles between the mean flow and the

crest orientation due to preferential deposition at sedimentary wave crests. Both Flood

(1988) and Blumsack and Weatherly (1989) use the Coriolis parameter as a scalar as

defined by Queney (1948). But because the orientation of sedimentary waves relative to

North was not considered (especially for greater water depths), these solutions to
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determine the velocity field over the sedimentary wave topography in a deep sea

environment are incomplete, as will be shown later.

The most extensive study on sedimentary wave dynamics was carried out during the

Project MUDWAVES [Manley and Flood (1993), Flood et al. (1993), Weatherly (1993)

and others]. This yielded detailed three-dimensional maps of mudwave fields in the

Argentine basin. In addition, Flood et al. (1993) have discussed the interaction between

bottom topography and weakly stratified flows. All models proposed so far only describe

mudwave development, but could not explain the onset of sedimentary waves in deep

sea in detail.

In this paper, a perturbation model for the velocity field over a sinusoidal topography

and an elongated obstacle is proposed, which includes (1) the orientation of sedimentary

waves relative to North (3-D Coriolis vector) and (2) an arbitrarily oriented mean flow

velocity vector.

A phase analysis of the sedimentation rate variation over a sedimentary wave

topography allows to divide it into two components: the growth rate, which causes a

growth or a destruction of the sedimentary waves, and the migration rate, which causes

their apparent migration. These are controlled by the sedimentary wave geometry and

location and by the horizontal velocity. Its direction as weil as its magnitude normal to the

wave crest can be estimated from the behavior of the two sedimentation rate

components. To illustrate the impact of the growth and migration rates, a simple modeling

of deposition leading to a topography change is carried out.

A possible mechanism of sedimentary wave creation on the downstream side of an

elongated obstacle, at first studied by Queney for a stratified fluid with strang stability, is

developed for the deep sea situation with weak stability. The frequency analysis of the

sedimentation rate variation in the vicinity of an elongated obstacle allows to estimate the

geometry of sedimentary waves and conditions for their creation. The model predictions

are applied to mudwave fields investigated during the Project MUDWAVES (Flood et al.,

1993).

Velocity field perturbation over a sinusoidal topography

Given a laminar flow, the perturbations of the velocity field in the vicinity of a bottom

topography depends on:

- the initial horizontal velocity vector of the fluid medium,

- the shape of the initial topography,

- external forces (Coriolis force and gravity) and

- vertical fluid stratification.
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The hydrodynamic equations for incompressible, non-viscous fluids on the Earth's

surface are given by LeB/ond and Mysak (1978):

pDV/dt+p(fx V)+ V'p-pG=O,

Dp/dt=O,

V'. V=O,

(1)

where D/dt= 8/8t+ V . V' describes the total derivative with respect to timet. Density p,

pressure p and velocity vector V are a function of the space vector rex, Y, z) in a

Cartesian coordinate system with z-axis pointing upwards. As external forces, gravity G

= (0, 0, -g) and Coriolis force (f x V) must be considered, with f= (fx ' f y ' fJ,

f x =20cosßcosa, f z =20sinß , f y =20cosßsina and the earth's angular velocity

n, latitude ß and angle between x-axis and North direction a.

Perturbation theory for a stratified fluid medium (e.g. LeBlond and Mysak,1978)

provides:

D j V'/dH (f x V')+V'p'/Po-G p'/Po= 0,

D j p'/dH w' 8Po/8z= 0,

V'. V'= 0,

(2)

for deviations of velocity V' = (u', v', w'), pressure p' and density p' from an initial state

(Uo,Vo'O), Po and Po (z), where D j /dt=8/8HUo8/8x+VoB/8y is a linear approxi

mation of the operator D/dt.

Following Queney (1947) we introduce a sinusoidal topography, which is two

dimensional in space (Fig. 1). The cross section is given by the real part of

(3)

where h is the wave amplitude and k x is the wave number in x - direction. A general

solution of (2) can then be written as:

(4)
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where k= (k x ' 0, kJ is the wave vector for the resulting plane wave, a its frequency and

Da = (U a, Va' wJ, Pa and Pa are amplitudes ofthe perturbed variables.

Accordingly, considering the full Coriolis vector, a substitution of (4) in (2) provides for

the amplitudes of the perturbed variables:

-fyua +fxva +imowa +ikzPa/Po +gPa/Po =0,

im0Pa + w a op0/oz = 0 ,

with co 0 =k x U 0 - cr .

The dispersion relation of system (5) has the form:

(5)

(6)

where N = ~-g/po ·oP%z is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, which describes the

stratification stability and introduces the depth dependency. Garrett and Munk (1972)

suggested that N in deep sea is:

N (zw) = N (200)exp[(200 - Zw )/1300], (7)

with N(200)= 5,23 .10-3rad· S-l and Zw the water depth in meters.

For stationary plane waves (cr =0) and an assumption k x > 0, the expression for the

vertical component of the group velocity U g,z can be derived from the dispersion relation

(6):

(8)

where kz has the following form:
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(9)

The real values of kz Iie inside the interval CO~l < co~ < CO~2' where

CO~1,02 =1/2[N 2+ f z2+ f; +~(N2 + f; + f; Y- 4f;N2] .

The sign in (9) is chosen such that the vertical group velocity in (8) is positive, if kz is

real or is associated with an exponential decrease of perturbed amplitudes for increasing

z, if kz is imaginary. These conditions are fulfilled, if

(10)

Expression (9) has a singularity at co~ =f;, but only if the sign of fJz is identical to

the sign of the square root in (9) or if f x =0. If U 0 is directed towards the equator, the

singularity can be resolved by a Taylor series expansion in T =f; - co~ =0 for real

values of kz :

As was discussed by Queney (1947), this singularity ("resonance") results from a lack

of viscous forces, which need to be considered for a physical solution.

For a Iinearized boundary condition (Holton, 1992) at the sea bed, the perturbed

velocity components at the sea bottom (z=O) result in:

{

U'=hCO O kzo cas(k x x-n/2)
v'=h(kz,ofz + fJcos(kxx)

w' = h CO ocas (kxx + n/2), if k z is real,
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!
U

1 = hcoo [kz,1 cos (k xx-n/2)+kz,2 sgn(f; -concos (kxx)]

v' = h [ckz,lz + f x) cos (k xx)+fzkz,2 sgn(f; - concos (k xx + n/2)]
w'=hcoocos(kxx+n/2), if kz is imaginary,

(12b)

From (12) it folIows, that the initial velocity component Vo parallel to the crest does not

cause velocity perturbations, if the topography is two-dimensional and viscosity is not

considered. The Iinearization steps of the model in equations (2), (4) and (9) are valid at

the standard conditions [see for example Blumsack (1993)]: uniform density stratification,

boundary condition imposed at z=O, velocity perturbations small compared to initial

velocity and sedimentary wave height small compared to wavelength.

Equation (12) provides a generalized solution for a perturbed velocity field over a

sinusoidal topography. It can be used (1) to understand mudwave development, (2) to

study the conditions for the sedimentary wave creation and (3) to develop an inverse

model for prediction of current parameters from the wave geometry.

Development and migration ofsedimentary waves (method ofthe phase analysis)

To investigate the relationship between a bottom current, an initial topography and its

modification by sedimentation, we start with the stationary oscillation of fluid particles in

the water column over a sinusoidal topography. If sediment particles are present in the

water column, their accumulation directly depends on the ambient current velocity at the

sea floor. Depositional processes may vary from deposition through winnowing to

erosion, which image a gradual increase in velocity. Regular velocity variations can

therefore be the cause for preferential deposition at locations of lower velocity and lateral

transport of some particles and/or non-deposition at locations of higher velocity.

We now investigate how sedimentation rates are affected by the ambient current and

sinusoidal topography. Flood (1988) and Blumsack and Weatherly (1989) pointed out that

the bed shear stress, which is proportional to the square of the total velocity, is the main

factor controlling the deposition of particles on the sea bed along with sediment

concentration, particle settling velocity and maximum shear stress at which deposition will

occur. Following these authors and McCave and Swift (1976), we define the

sedimentation rate SR for the sedimentation process in the form:

SR =-RU;otal + B,
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where R =Po Cd B/'r c ' Cd is a drag coefficient, 'r c is the maximum shear stress at

which deposition will occur, and B is a product of the sediment concentration in the water,

settling velocity and the probability that a sediment particle will stick when deposited,

which depends on the adhesion of sediment particles.

Linearized variations in velocity for small deviations from the ambient bottom current,

which can cause relative changes in accumulation, are approximately proportional to:

(14)

ignoring constants independent on x, which don't affect the topography change and

higher order terms (U,2 + V,2 + W'2). Using equation (12), sedimentation rates (SR)

across the wave also reveal a sinusoidal variation:

SR(x) =-R U;otal (x) ~ Sg cos(k x x) + Sm cos(k x x - n12)

with growth rate

(15)

S =_{2hVo (kz,ofz+fJ, if kz is real,

g 2h[UoCDokz,2 sgn(f; - co~)+ Vo(fx + fzkz,J], if kz is imaginary, (16)

and migration rate

{

2 hUoCDokz 0' if kz is real,

Sm =- 2 h (UOkZ'I~O - Vofzkz,2 sgn(f; - CD~»), if kz is imaginary.
(17)

The splitting of equation (14) in two eosine functions, which are fixed in phase with

respect to the wave crests, allows to analyze the phase lag of the sedimentation rate with

respect to the existing sinusoidal topography. The in-phase component is either

increasing the topography by accumulating on the wave crest (Sg> 0) or decreasing it by

deposition in the troughs (Sg< 0). Sedimentary wave growth occurs for Sg> 0, where

their height is basically dependent on the time period of deposition at similar conditions.

The second component is shifted by nl2 with respect to the topography, which causes

deposition on the wave flanks. The ratio between Sm and Sg determines the offset
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between the existing wave crests and the depositional maximum. Hence, a shift in

deposition causes either downstream (+) or upstream (-) migration of the wave crests

depending on the sign of Sm .

80th components Sm and Sg depend on six parameters: water depth, latitude, crest

orientation, wavelength, current orientation and velocity. As these parameters also

depend on each other, it is not possible to visualize their influence on sedimentary wave

development in a single graph. Fortunately, in reality, we are studying in presence of a

predefined topography and therefore we can deal with only one unknown parameter, the

velocity vector. All other parameters can be determined from bathymetric and seismic

data for a given location. In Figure 2, growth (Fig.s 2a, c and e) and migration rate (Fig.s

2b, d and f) is shown as a function of Do for different crest orientations a (Fig.s 2a, b)

and different values of Vo (Fig.s 2c - f). The model parameters are: latitude ß =-45°; water

depth D=5000 m; sedimentary wavelength A=5000 m. For Figures 2a and 2b, Vo was set

to +5 cm/s, and for Figures 2c - 2f, we chose a=180° (Do oriented poleward). The

horizontal dotted lines divide figures into growth vs. destruction situation, and

downstream vs. upstream direction of migration, respectively. The vertical dashed line

corresponds to the resonance at D 0 =k:1lfz I.
For Do oriented poleward (fJz > 0 and 900<a<2700) as weil as parallel to equator

(a=90° or (a=2700), the resonance behavior of Sg and Sm can cause a rapid change of

the initial topography, as will be shown later. Otherwise, the small values of Sg and Sm

cause a relatively slow change of the topography.

An influence of the velocity component Vo parallel to crest is shown in Figures 2c to 2f

for a poleward orientation of Do' Figures 2c and 2d represent an eastern and Figures 2e

and 2f a western orientation of Vo' The velocity Vo is varied between 1 and 10 cm/s. For

real values of kz (5.7 cm/s < Do< 14.5 cm/s), the linear dependence of Sg from Vo can

be recognized in Figures 2c to 2 f, whereas Sm is independent of Vo (see eq. 16 and 17).

For imaginary values of kz ' Sg and Sm have a linear, but weak dependence on Vo'

To simplify a geological interpretation of the sedimentation rate components, we

assume a linear increase in height with time 1. Then equation (14) can be rewritten:

Llh = c Llt {B - R (D~ + vg)- R [Sg cas (k xx) + Sm cas (k xX -nI2)]),

100
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where Llli is increase in height for a time increment At, and c is a constant inversely

proportional to sediment density Po'

Sedimentation can be simulated by an iteration process. The topography afteri+1 time

increments is simply calculated from the topography h j (x) at the time i· At:

h i+! (x) =h j (x) + Llli(x). (19)

The Iinearization of height change is sufficiently precise, if the time increment At is

kept small enough. This simple approach is only valid for depositional processes. Also, it

can not be used in a small vicinity of the resonance frequency.

Figures 3 to 5 show examples of wave development for different velocities in the same

setting as was used for Figure 2. The vertical dashed Iines show the position of the initial

wave crest. The topography change is calculated for a total time span of 2 Million years

with a time increment of 2000 years. Depicted layers accumulate within 200000 years.

Parameters Rand B (see eq. 13), which directly control local sedimentation rate, are

taken from Flood (1988) for the Argentine Basin and are assumed to be constant

throughout the study area.

Figures 3 and 4 differ in the assumed direction of U 0' which is equatorward (a=OO) in

Figure 3 and poleward (a=1800) in Figure 4. Both cases are calculated for: (a) U o= 6

cm/s,

(b) U o= 7.5 cm/s, (c) U o= 9 cm/s and (d) U o= 12cm/s. For a equatorward oriented flow

component U o (a=O°, Fig. 3), the influence of parameters Sg and Sm on the topography

is relatively weak for velocities U 0 up to 15 cm/s. For U 0 = 6 cm/s, which corresponds to

the maximum of Sg in Figure 2a, a slow growth of waves is observed. For U o= 12cm/s,

Sg is negative (Fig. 2a) and therefore existing waves are slowly flattened (Fig. 3d). In

Figures 3b and 3c only minor changes occur in amplitude, since Sg is near zero. The

small negative values of Sm (Fig. 2b) for all four values of U o cause slight upstream

migration of sedimentary waves.

For a poleward orientation of U o (Fig.s 2a and b; a=180° ), Sg and Sm are large and

more variable compared to a equatorward orientation. Wave development differs

significantly (Fig.s 3 and 4). The wave height decreases in Figures 4a and 4b due to

negative values of Sg , while wave crests migrate downstream due to positive values of
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Sm' In contrast, in Figures 4c and 4d, the wave height increases associated with an

upstream migration due to positive values of Sg and negative values of Sm' Topography

changes are most pronounced in the resonance situation.

Figure 5 shows the influence of Vo on the topography, corresponding to Figures 2c to

2f. For a poleward oriented flow component U o=7.5 cm/s, which is close to the

resonance value, we show examples for eastward flow components (a) Vo=1 cm/s (total

velocity UT~ 7.5 cm/s), (b) Vo= 5 cm/s (UT~ 9 cm/s), (c) Vo=10 cm/s (UT:::::12.5 cm/s),

as weil as westward flow components Vo with the same absolute values (Figures 5d to

f). Figure 5f displays only the first 1.2 Millions years, because the model becomes invalid

in some areas due to negative values of t,h (erosion). Erosion also occurs near the

resonance frequency.

Due to the linear relationship between Sg and Vo' growth or destruction occurs more

rapidly for larger Vo' However, the sign of Vo determines the character of the topography

change (growth or destruction), but migration is independent ofVo for real kz (Figures 2d

to 2f).

As it can be derived from Figures 3 to 5, the singularity plays an important role in the

development of sedimentary waves. It delivers conditions for the rapid change in

amplitude of sedimentary waves as weil as for their remarkable migration."

One possible mechanism of sedimentary waves creation (frequency analysis)

Based on the assumption that the stationary oscillations cf water column particles are

responsible for laterally variable velocities in laminar currents we can predict a

characteristic accumulation pattern as a result. If the currents are acting over sufficiently

long time intervals and the oscillations of the water column can be fixed in space due to

topographical features as sea-mounts, ridges or slumps, sedimentary waves can be

generated.

To model the quantitative evolution of sedimentary waves in deep sea, we follow

Queney (1948) and presume the existence of an elongated (or stretched) obstacle, which

can be described by the following equation:

(20)

where h is the obstacle height and a the half-width.
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For simplification we assume that the coordinate system is rotated such that the y

axis and the current component Vo are oriented parallel to the obstacle crest, and that the

x-axis and U 0 are oriented perpendicular to it.

For a description of the velocity perturbation near the obstacle we use the Fourier

integral:

00

F(x) =a ff(x,k)exp(-ak)dk,
o

(21)

where f (x,k) is an arbitrary integrable function.

We can obtain (20) by substituting f with (3) for k x = k. The corresponding solutions

U' (12) for the sinusoidal topography (3) lead to velocity perturbations caused by the

obstacle:

00

U~bS =(U~bS' V~bs' W~bJ=a fU' exp(-ka)dk,
o

(22)

based on Queney's (1947) investigations.

Following the same approach as in the last paragraph, we can rewrite (15) for the

sedimentation rates in the vicinity of an elongated obstacle as:

SR obs (x) =-R U;otal (x) ~ Ra }[Sg cos(k x x) + Sm cos(k x x -n/2)J. exp(-ka)dk, (23)
o

with Sg and Sm from (16) and (17), respectively.

The integral (23) includes a singularity at the "resonance" frequency (00 =IfzI, if the

velocity component U 0 is oriented from the equator to the pole on both hemispheres (i.e.

fJz ~ 0), which can not be correctly calculated for these cases.

From a detailed analysis of periodicities in (23) we could infer that the general solution

reveals up to four different stationary oscillations. The observed velocity field results from

a superposition of these oscillations, which are filtered by the obstacle frequency

(Oobs = U oa -I (Queney, 1948). The main frequencies of these oscillations (0 ci (i=1..4) can

be determined by differentiation of (23) by the frequency (00 and the search for positions
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of sign change (furtheran abbreviated as PSC) of Sg and Sm' In general, we have four

PSCs - two for Sg and two for Sm' However, under certain circumstances, the number of

PSCs can be less. This is a case, for example, forVo= 0 and f x = 0 (Queney, 1948).

To iIIustrate the influence of the model parameters on the behavior of Sg and Sm as

weil as on the resulting sedimentation rate, series of numerical experiments for different

parameter sets were carried out. First, we will discuss the effect of the obstaclehalfwidth

a for a stratified water column with strang and weak stability (Fig. 6). The model

parameters are: obstacle crest orientation a=O°, latitude ß=-45°, velocity components

U o=10 cm/s, Vo =5 cm/s (obstacle crest is oriented anticlockwise to current). Figures 6a

and 6c show the behavior of the growth rate Sg (full line) and of the migration rate Sm

(dashed line) as a function of frequency 0)0 (horizontal axis) for water depths of 2000m

(strong stability) and 5000m (weak stability), respectively. The vertical dotted lines

represent the oscillation frequencies 0) ci' Figures 6b and 6d i1lustrate the effect of the

obstacle filter on the sedimentation rate in the vicinity of obstacles with halfwidths

calculated from the condition o)c i =O)obs for strong (2000m) and weak (5000m) stability,

respectively. The two frequencies of stationary oscillations corresponding to PSCs of Sg

in 6a differ by an order of magnitude. The PSCof Sg at the lower frequency shows quasi

resonance behavior for equatorward oriented U o' This can be explained by the

dominance of the term (N 2 + f; - f; ),12 fJzl-1
in (11) for N» Q. The high frequency

is present, although not dominant, if the obstacle is narrow (curve 2; Fig. 6b), but is

subdued for wider obstacles (curve 1; Fig. 6b).

In greater water depths with a weakly stratified water column (Fig. 6d) the obstacle

halfwidth is far less important for the lateral variation in sedimentation rates, since the

frequencies at the PSCs in Figure 6b are nearly of the same order. Differences occur only

above the obstacle and vanish with increasing distance in the lee region. The

sedimentation rate curve resulting for a halfwidth corresponding to the fourth PSC

(second of Sm) is similar to the dashed line and not explicitly shown.

To define, which frequencies are dominating in the sedimentation rate distribution,

numerical experiments for different velocities and obstacle shapes must be carried out.

We derived fram these experiments that the gradient of Sg and Sm in the vicinity of their

PSCs is a characteristic parameter for the weight of each frequency.
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Figure 7 shows the influence of the obstacle crest orientation on Sg and Sm as weil as

on the resulting sedimentation rate. The model parameters are: latitude ß= -45°, water

depth 5000m, obstacle halfwidth 1000 m, velocity components U o=10 cm/s, Vo=5 cm/s.

Figures 7 a-c show Sg (full line) and Sm (dashed line) as a function of the frequency

(horizontal axis) for obstacle crest orientations a= 45°, 65° and 85°, respectively. Figures

7 d-f show the sedimentation rate across the obstacle corresponding to cases in Figures

7 a-c.

With increasing a the difference between the PSCs of Sg and Sm decreases. Note

that the first PSC of Sg reveals the steepest gradient of all PSCs, and this frequency is

most visible in the sedimentation rate curve. In Figure 7a the gradient of Sm at its first

PSC is of the same order as the gradient of Sg at its first PSC. The corresponding

frequencies differ by a factor of two. As a result, sedimentation rates (Fig. 7d) are

reduced due to destructive superposition. For a smaller difference in PSC frequencies

(Fig. 7b), we observe a shift in the sedimentation rate maximum (Fig. 7 e). Near the

resonance situation (Fig. 7 c) the frequency of the first PSC of Sg dominates.

Sedimentation rates (Fig. 7 d) show regular stationary waves with decreasing amplitudes

at greater distance.

Resonance occurs for a poleward orientation of U o (900 <a<270° or fJz > 0) at

0) c = IfzI· The frequency of at least one of the PSCs of Sg or Sm become identical to

resonance frequency. Although it is not possible to calculate sedimentation rates in the

resonance case, we can at least predict the dominance of the resonance frequency in the

observations.

To simplify the inversion problem and to determine flow velocity from sedimentary

wave observations, we can calculate Sg and Sm as a function of the velocity component

U 0 for a given wavelength A, using the following relation:

(24)

(0)0 =O)c,i in PSCs of functions Sg and Sm)'

In general, all six parameters, which affect the behavior of Sg and Sm' cause changes

of sedimentation rates in the vicinity of the obstacle. For example, a change in the
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relationship between the two velocity components U 0 and Vo can cause a change in the

PSCs location of Sg and Sm as weil as a change of their relative weight in the

superposition. As a special case at Vo =0, fx=0, N» Q, two frequencies ())c,l = Ifzl

and ())c,2 =N can be found (Queney, 1948).

The discussion of Blumsack & Weatherly (1989) about optimum wave growth

conditions (anticlockwise orientation of sedimentary waves relative to the current

direction) for the special case f x =°(U 0 parallel to equator) can also be confirmed with

our approach. However, for all real situations with different crest orientations and current

directions, case f x ::j; ° (U 0 oriented equatorward or poleward) must be considered.

Accordingly, the frequency and velocity analysis of the functions Sg and Sm provides an

additional tool for the investigation of sedimentary waves and conditions of their creation,

which was previously not available.

Comparison to existing models

The first effort to understand oscillatory behavior in the presence of currents/flows was

undertaken by Queney (1947, 1948) with application to atmospheric flow using specific

physical parameters of air as stability and compressibility. He provided aperturbation

theory for flow over a sinusoidal topography, which, however, was simplified by assuming

a flow perpendicular to wave crests and treating the Coriolis force as a scalar.

Flood (1988) applied this approach directly to ocean circulation and its impact on

sedimentary deposits and related current parameters to sedimentation rates for an

explanation of upstream mudwave migration. Blumsack and Weatherly (1989),

henceforth referred to as BW, allowed an arbitrary current orientation with respect to the

wave crests. They modeled the situation at the Project MUDWAVES Site 5 in the

Argentine basin to explain the observed sedimentary waves. They identified the

importance of the current component parallel to the crest for the growth of sedimentary

waves and studied the optimum angle between crest orientation and current direction.

They were applying the same theoretical platform as in this paper, but decided to

simplify the set of equations by using the Coriolis parameter instead of the Coriolis vector,

which in turn results in slightly less complex definitions from the dispersion relation

through the perturbed velocity components (equations 6 to 12).

The simplification to treat Coriolis force as a scalar, however, is only allowed in the

case of "strong stability" (N » Q), as was pointed out by Queney (1947). A comparison

between Q and Brunt-Vaisala frequency N as a function of the water depth can be found
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in LeBlond & Mysak (1978) and is presented in Table 1. The eondition of strang stability

assumed by previous authors ean only be fulfilled for water depths <3000 m. At greater

water depth, the perturbed veloeity field is sensitive to the sedimentary wave erest

orientation and grows with inereasing water depth. For example, for the Argentine Basin

(Iatitude --45°, water depth >5000 m) both frequeneies are of the same order. If the erest

orientation (3-D Coriolis veetor) will not be taken into aeeount, the error ean beeome

large, as ean be seen from the eurves of Sg and Sm for different erest orientations a in

Figures 2a and 2b, whieh are direetly proportional to perturbed veloeity eomponents. In

this respeet, the solution of BW should be modified for the deep sea examples

investigated in their paper.

Starting with equation (12) (or equivalent equation (5) of BW), different approaehes

were used to relate observation and model. BW applied differential and integral methods

to prediet the modifieation of topography and to derive eonditions for sedimentary wave

growth. The results ean be used only for eases, whieh are suffieiently distant fram the

singularity point and for velocities fzk:l <Uo :s; Nk:1
• The solutions of BW as weil as of

Flood (1988) were furthermore Iimited, sinee they exclusively used an initial sinusoidal

topography in their models.

In eontrast, in this paper the oseillatory behavior of the perturbed field on the

downstream side of an elongated obstacle, whieh gives the neeessary eonditions for

sedimentary wave ereation, was studied. It eould be shown that a ereating frequeney

depends on the water depth, geographie position, obstacle width and orientation, eurrent

magnitude and orientation.

The phase analysis of sedimentation rates, based on the ealeulation of perturbed

veloeity eomponents, allows detailed studies of growth and migration intervals dependent

not only on eurrent parameters, but also on the geographie loeation, erest orientation and

water depth, whieh makes the model representative for any loeation, where sedimentary

waves exist.

We eould also avoid the extensive mathematieal development of BW for the growth

and migration eonditions and direetly use the analytieal solutions (equations 16-17) for

appropriate parameters. For example, by replaeing kz,o' kz,p kz,2 in (16) and (17) and for

the, however in deep sea ineorreet, assumption f x =0, the growth eondition for real kz

would be given by sgn (U 0 Vofz) > O. Also, for fx =0 migration eould only oeeur

upstream, but both upstream and downstream migration of sedimentary waves is

possible from our model. These results are equivalent to the results ofBW, but they do

not need the additional differentiation and integration methods as applied by BW.
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In summary, the characteristics of the presented model and the implieations for

geophysieal and geologie studies are the following:

The physieal model is based on the oseillations, whieh oeeur within the water

eolumn when a bottom current interferes with a topographie irregularity in its

pathway.

For a steady flow, stationary waves develop behind the obstacle, which reveal a

ereating frequency depending on water depth, latitude, obstacle width and

orientation and current magnitude and direction.

The resulting regular variations in velocity can influenee loeal sediment

accumulation in a way that a regular pattern of depositional maxima and minima

evolves, creating mudwaves with a sinusoidal topography.

Steady conditions ean produee sediment struetures of eonsiderable thiekness,

whieh image continuous growth of mudwaves.

Depending on current parameters and loeation, a phase shift between stationary

waves and sinusoidal topography can result in migration of the wave crest

upstream or downstream of the eurrent.

The mathematieal model, which extends the models of Flood, Weatherly and

Blumsaek, overeomes most numerical and conceptual deficieneies of previous

attempts and further allows to establish direet numerieal relationships between

current parameters and sedimentary structures, which was not possible from

earlier studies.

Field observations in mudwave fields as the data eolleeted in the project MUDWAVES

(Flood et. al., 1993 and Manley et al., 1993) provide descriptive parameters of mudwave

geometry as wavelength, height and migration direction from seismic Iines and the

orientation of mudwave crests from swath bathymetry, which can then be direetly

eompared with model ealeulations to quantify eertain charaeteristies of the flow regime.

Application to field observations

To relate bathymetric and seismic data to the characteristics of the aeting bottom

currents, we make use of the relationships presented above to estimate the normal-erest

velocity eomponent U 0' to derive the orientation of the current flow, and to determine,

whether the mudwave topography will be stationary and the observed migration direction

is consistent with the model predictions.

To determine the interval of current velocities for a given wavelength and geographie

loeation, for whieh mudwaves ean exist or grow and for whieh they migrate in the

observed direction, the veloeity diagram of Sg (16) and Sm (17) has to be analyzed. The
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PSCs of these functions deliver the possible value of U a' by which the sedimentary

waves with the observed wavelength should be created. This can be more precisely

determined by the comparison of the gradients of functions Sg and Sm in the vicinity of

PSCs and by additional calculation of the resulting sedimentation rates from (23).

It should be noted that it is not possible to determine from this approach the velocity

component Va along the crest. Only if information about the total velocity or current

direction is available from other sources (e.g. sedimentologic grain size studies or

oceanographic data), it might be possible to estimate Va' too.

As an example, the presented approach is applied to a survey area visited during the

Project MUDWAVES expedition (Site 5: Flood et al., 1993). Two types of mudwaves were

observed, one with amplitudes up to 150 m and wavelengths of 6-7 km and the second

type of 25-50 m amplitude and 4-5 km wavelength (Table 2).

For the given wave crest orientation, flow velocity vectors in four different quadrants

with different signs of Ua and Va are eonsidered. Figures 8 and 9 show the velocity

diagrams of Site 5 for functions Sg and Sm' respectively, for different sedimentary

wavelengths, which cover the range of observed values. The cases a-d correspond to all

four quadrants of possible current directions. The vertical dashed Iines represent for each

wavelength the velocity corresponding to the resonance frequency. A value of 5 cm/s is

chosen for Va in all cases.

From a comparison of the four diagrams in Figure 8 and 9, those cases ean be

seleeted, where observation and model are consistent. Whereas ease a reveals a

discrepancy between the observed migration direction and the direction predicted within

the existence or growth interval. Cases b to d fulfil the requirements for migration for

different velocity intervals.

The presence of the high amplitude sedimentary waves with wavelengths >6 km

suggests that the velocity field is close to resonance behavior, which is true for the case b

for a poleward direction of U a' Under optimum conditions for growth of these giant

mudwaves the velocity is estimated between 8 cm/s <Ua<1 0 em/s.

The existence of the smaller sedimentary waves with wavelengths <5000 m as weil as

the migration direction are not in agreement with these velocity conditions. Instead, for

these parameters, optimum velocities range from 4.5 cm/s to 7.5 cm/s for anequatorward

velocity component Ua (case d). Case c is unlikely due to the narrow overlap of growth

and migration intervals.
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Sinee two wave types are eoexisting and growth eonditions are supportive of ease b

due to high growth rates, we expeet eonditions as for ease d to be present over signifieant

time periods to explain short wave existenee.

If a eurrent direetion of 270 0 ean be assumed (BW, Projeet MUDWAVES) the total

veloeity veetor ean be determined. For ease d, Vo ean be estimated between 7 em/s and

9 em/s, and the total veloeity will range between 8.5 em/s and 11.5 em/s. For ease band

an assumed eurrent direetion of 1600 (Projeet MUDWAVES: regional eontour orientation)

we prediet total veloeities between 9 em/s and 11 em/s.

Current veloeity measurements earried out over aperiod of one year at Site 5 yielded

an average value of 10 em/s (BW), whieh is in close agreement with the predieted long

term average derived from our analysis.

Conclusions

To date, existing theoretieal models for the deseription of sedimentary wave dynamies

in water are not taking into aeeount all faetors whieh turn out to be important for the onset

and development of deep sea sedimentary waves. These faetors are the three

dimensional Coriolis-veetor and an arbitrarily oriented initial horizontal veloeity veetor.

The model for the veloeity perturbation field over a sinusoidal topography proposed in this

paper provides a new solution, whieh ean also be used to relate struetural geophysieal

and geologieal observations to parameters of the bottom eurrents as veloeity or direetion.

The main results are:

(1) A spaee-stationary veloeity field oseillation in the lee-zone behind an elongated

obstacle represent one possible meehanism for ereation of sedimentary waves. A

ereation frequeney ean be determined from the frequeney or veloeity diagram of

growth and migration rate and by the ealeulation of the resulting sedimentation rate

from (23). This frequeney depends on water depth, latitude, obstacle orientation and

eurrent parameters.

(2) The ereating frequeney ean be used for the inversion problem to prediet the ereating

velocity eomponent normal to a wave erest from equation (24).

(3) The eohereney of the sinusoidal topography with the sinusoidal veloeity perturbation

field ean be studied from equation (16) to identify velocity intervals for growth or

destruetion of sedimentary waves.

(4) Amigration direetion of sedimentary waves ean be predieted from equation (17) and

ean be eompared to observations to eonstrain the eurrent direetion.

(5) An overlap of growth and migration intervals for a given wave loeation allows to define

from the veloeity diagram the interval for the veloeity eomponent U 0' whieh would

provide optimum eonditions for existenee and/or growth sedimentary waves.
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However, it is not possible to determine the magnitude of the velocity component Va

along wave crests, because it does not directly affect the fluid perturbations over the

sedimentary wave topography.

A comparison with field data from Project MUDWAVES leads to a striking consistency

of modeling results and observations, which will be used in future studies to derive

information about deep water paleocurrents from structural, namely seismic and sediment

echosounder studies in current controlled environments.
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Table captions

Table 1. Comparison between Earth's angular velocity Q and Brunt-Vaisala frequeney

N dependent of the water depth from (7) (all values messed in radis).

Table 2. Parameters for mudwave geometry required for modeling from Site 5

investigated during the Projeet MUDWAVES expedition (Flood et al., 1993).

Tables

Table 1: Comparison between Earth's angular velocity Q and Brunt-Vaisala

frequeney N

Q N ( 2000 N ( 3000 N ( 4000 N ( 5000 N ( 6000

m) m) m) m) m)

1.3xl0-4

7.27 x 10-5 1.31xl0-3 6.07 x 10-4 2.8x 10-4 6.03xl0-5

Table 2: Parameters of mudwave geometry for Site 5 of Project MUDWAVES

Site Latitud Longitud Water Curren Crest- Wave- Migrati Height

Depth directio Direetion Length direetio

5 42°30'S 45°05'W 5050m 270° 55° 6-7km 145° 150m

55° 4-5km 145° 25-50m
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Cartesian coordinate system and vector components of current fixed to the

orientation of sedimentary wave crests (x, Uo: perpendicular to wave crest; y, Vo: parallel

to wave crest; z: vertical upwards; a: angle between x and geographie North).

Fig. 2. Growth and migration rates Sg and Sm for different erest orientations (a-b) and

different signs and magnitudes of Vo (c-f), as a function of the velocity component U o

normal to the wave crest. Model parameters: latitude ß=-45°; water depth D=5000 m;

wavelength ;"'=5000 m; Vo=+5 cm/s for (a,b) and a=180° for (c - f).

Fig. 3. Synthetic cross sections of isochrones in mudwave deposits illustrating the

sedimentation over aperiod of two millions years on a sinusoidal topography for different

magnitudes of U 0 and an equatorward directed current (a = 0°): a) U 0 = 6 em/s, slow

growth -8% of amplitude change; b) U o=7.5 cm/s and c) U o=9 cm/s, minor change in

amplitude;

d) U o=12 cm/s, slow destruction (-8%). All cases reveal slow upstream migration. Model

parameters: latitude ß=-45°; water depth D=5000 m; wavelength ;"'=5000 m; Vo=+5

cm/s; crest orientation a = 0°. The dotted lines connect the apices at different times,

indieating the apparent migration trend from comparison to the vertical dashed line.

Fig. 4. Synthetic cross sections of isochrones in mudwave deposits i1lustrating the

sedimentation over aperiod of two millions years on a sinusoidal topography for different

magnitudes of U o and a poleward directed current (a = 180°): a) U o= 6 cm/s, slow

destruetion (-15%) and slow downstream migration; b) U o= 7.5 cm/s, rapid destruction

(-200%) and rapid downstream migration; c) U o= 9 cm/s, rapid growth (-270%) and

rapid upstream migration; d) U o= 12cm/s slow growth (-5%) and slow upstream

migration. Model parameters were chosen as in figure 4.

Fig. 5. Synthetic cross sections of isochrones in mudwave deposits i1lustrating the

sedimentation over aperiod of two millions years on a sinusoidal topography for varying
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values of Va: (a) Va= 1 em/s; (b) Va= 5 em/s; (e) Va= 10 em/s; (d) Va= -1 em/s;

(e) Va= -5 em/s; (f) Va= -10 em/s. Model parameters: latitude ß =-45°; water depth

D=5000 m; wavelength /"'=5000 m; poleward direeted (a = 180°) U a=7,5 em/s.

Fig. 6. Frequeney diagram of growth rate Sg (full line), migration rate Sm (dashed line)

and the resulting sedimentation rate for different obstaele halfwidths eorresponding to

ereating frequeneies. a) and b) show the situation for a stratified fluid with strong stability

(water depth 2000m), e) and d) for a stratified fluid with weak stability (water depth 5000

m). Model parameters: obstacle erest orientation a=O°, latitude ß=-45°, veloeity

eomponents Ua=10 em/s, Va =5 em/s. Vertieal dashed lines in (a) and (e) eorrespond to

PSCs.

Fig. 7. Frequeney diagram of growth rate Sg (full line) and migration rate Sm (dashed

line)

(a - e) and the resulting sedimentation rate over an elongated obstacle for different erest

orientations: a=45° (a and d), a=65° (b and e) and a=85° (e and f). Model parameters:

water depth D=5000 m, latitude ß=-45°, velocity eomponents U a=10 em/s, Va =5 em/s,

halfwidth 1000 m.

Fig. 8. Veloeity diagram of growth rate Sg for Site 5 of Projeet MUDWAVES (Flood et

al., 1993) for four different wavelengths eoexisting in modeled area. Four different eurrent

direetions are modeled: (a) U a: 145°, Va: 235°; (b) U a: 145°, Va: 55°; (e) U a: 325°, Va:

55°; (d) U a: 325°, Va: 235°. Model parameters: latitude ß =-42.5°; water depth D=5050

m; Va=+5 em/s. Vertieal dashed lines show veloeities eorresponding to the resonanee

situation. e) orientation of eurrent veetor eomponents (fixed Va, variable Ua and UT ) for

eases a to d, erest orientation (55°) and observed migration direetion (145°).
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Fig. 9. Velocity diagram of migration rate Sm for Site 5 of Project MUDWAVES (Flood

et al. , 1993). Vector component orientation according to Figure 8e. All parameters

correspond to Figure 8.
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Uo=6 cm/s

Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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Figure 8
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Figure 9
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